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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

How to Make
'Them' Respond
To complain about the actions of public and semi - public
institutions and then to do nothing is inherently self- defeating.
Mow many of us have criticized the government or some
other institution as rigid and unresponsive —and then done nothing
about making the object of our criticism more responsive?
An example as close as the corporate balance sheet is the
continuing debate about accounting standards and principles. As
professional accountants most of us have at least a vague
understanding of the complex issues involved. But how many of us
have taken time to study the problems in depth and make a
contribution to the solutions?
Through its Management Accounting Practices Committee, the
Association held a series of open forum discussions in four major
cities in May -June. The purpose of the forums was to offer an
opportunity for members and others to comment on a draft for
Concepts for Cost -Type Contracts developed by the
Subcommittee on Basic Cost Concepts. By public exposure of its
work during the formative stages, the MAP Committee hopes
to develop a broad consensus which will form a strong foundation
for acceptance of the final report.
The report will be made available to the Cost Accounting
Standards Board for its use in formulating standards involving
government contracts. The Board may find the report useful; on the
other hand it may ignore it. The important point is that NAA
members were offered an opportunity to participate in the
formulation of important accounting concepts that could
eventually affect all corporate accounting.
Quite a few members did participate and offered worthwhile
suggestions which the MAP Committee is taking into consideration.
Their participation contributed much of value to the Committee's
work and will certainly influence the final report.
Participation— that's how you make any organization,
government or private, responsive.

JULIUS G. UNDERWOOD

President, 1971 -72
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A COMPUTERIZED DECISION - SIMULATOR MODEL
A digest of the 1970 -71 Gold -Medal Award winning article, published in March 1971.
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To The Victors...
Next to excellence is the appreciation of it.
William Makepeace Thackeray
In the continuing spirit of providing new features I n M A N A G E M E N T
A C C O U N T IN G , this issue is dedicated to those individuals, and groups of
individuals, whose efforts during the past year merit recognition.
Despite the fact that time during the Annual Conference is well used
to recognize the winners of awards for performance in the Inter Chapter Competition as well as the manuscript competition, with its
top goal the Lybrand Medals, we feel that a broader recognition is
warranted. Thus the "Awards Issue."
There can be, and often is, misunderstanding about NAA's competition programs —the question is often asked, "Why ?" Indeed, the
program has been described as the most exciting and effective business game going. Those who take an active role realize the benefits
through a honing of their business skills as well as a means of developing their leadership abilities. Your own International President,
J. G. Underwood, attributes much of his own personal development
to NAA and his active participation in its program s.

A sincere salute is offered those who are honored in this Awards
Issue; those who dared to strive for excellence.
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Letters

TO THE EDITOR

Accounting Terminology
Disburse, one of the most descriptive of accounting terms,
was overlooked by Clarence Langer in his discussion of "Derivations of Accounting Terminology" in the March 1971
issue. The word disburse comes from the Latin for bag or
purse and means literally to take out of your purse. Conversely, iburse, means to put into your purse; but the word is
seldom used. More frequently encountered is reimburse which
means to put back into the purse that which was there originally. Another variation is the bursar which some colleges
and universities still have. He is the man who controls the
purse strings.
George T. Odom
Plant Accountant
Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, Ind.

More on Accounting Terminology
I received a great amount of pleasure and enlightenment
when I read Clarence Langer's article, "Derivation of Accounting Terminology," in the March 1971 issue. Ile has
answered many questions which have probably plagued most
of us. Unlike most of us, however, lie has taken the time to
seek out and find his answers.
It would be interesting to hear more from Mr. Langer on
the many other accounting and financial terms which he
didn't include.
How about it? May we expect another article?
Donald G. Scherrer
Supervisor
Financial Accounting Division
Salt River Project
Phoenix, Ariz.

Inter -Plant Sales:
At Shorter Margins
Raymond Baughman, in his article "Accounting for Inter Plant Sales" in the September 1970 issue, put his finger on
the problems of inter- division purchases. His treatment of
inter -plant sales which segregates direct costs from period
costs in the inter -plant billing can be extended to cover the
independently responsible companies making up a corporate
organization, and should encourage the selling companies to
accept business at shorter margins if the "period" costs can be
partially absorbed. In other words, if the total corporate profit
is enhanced by the ultimate sale (even though the purchasing
corporation may show little or no profit on its books), the
sale should be encouraged.
What would be interesting would be a follow -up article to
determine how a multi- division corporation does (if at all)
encourage such sales and how it could reward the purchasing
company for its marketing efforts that produced an eventual
6

profit to the parent even though it may have added nothing
at all to its P &L.
To use a hypothetical example, assume the following:
Selling division's cost of manufacture
Direct and variable cost
Fixed cost
Inter- division mark -up
Total price to purchasing division

$ 90.00
10.00
$100.00
15.00
$115.00

If the purchasing division were to find a market for $110
it would, under normal inter - pricing procedure, turn down the
business. But the parent corporation could yield a marginal
return of $20 per unit, and absorb the fixed cost as well. In the
case of the independently operated profit - centers, how much
of this business would go to other corporations?
R. R. Tastor
Treasurer
International Heating and
Air Conditioning Corp.
New Hartford, N.Y.
Inter -Plant Sales:
A Modified Version
I was very interested in Raymond Baughman's article
"Accounting for Inter -Plant Sales" in the September 1970
issue. In his article, Mr. Baughman explained why the more
common methods of handling inter -plant sales are misleading
to management. Furthermore, he states that Method 1, in
which an inter -plant sale is thought of as being equal to a
purchasing plant's direct material cost, can be misleading
when management is considering a plant closing. For instance, a move to close a plant can be detrimental to the
company if due consideration is not given to the plant's
purchasing of period costs and profits from other intra -company plants. In some cases, the purchasing plant's after -tax
loss may be less than the period costs which the plant purchases from other selling plants. Accordingly, Mr. Baugh man's proposal (Method 3) of using a purchased period
costs and profits category is useful when determining the
value of a plant to a company whose returns are not only
dependent on the independent operations of each plant, but
are also dependent on the interaction of each plant as a
contributor to the company's overhead.
I do not feel that it is necessary to jouralize a purchased
period cost and profit figure for each inter -plant sale, nor to
maintain a purchased period cost and profits account for
each selling plant. However, due consideration should be
given to the additional cost of more information as the
proposed use of a number of purchased period cost and
profit accounts do require additional paper - shuffling, communications, and calculations. On the contrary, an appropriate figure can be derived by using an aggregate profit
margin ratio against the selling company's total sales.
It is important to recognize that Method 1 (which shows
inter -plant sales being equal to inter -plant direct cost of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1971

sales and which causes the purchasing plant's gross margin
to be lower than Mr. Baughman's proposal in Method 3 )
is the best method for individual analysis of plant profitability. Method 1 recognizes that if the selling plants do not
exist, the purchasing plant must buy materials at a going
market price. Consequently, if under these circumstances
the purchasing plant is operating at a loss, the plant is
inefficient and it is a losing concern.
In order to project an accurate report of a purchasing
plant's operations, Exhibit 3, which reflects Method 3,
can be examined with the purchased period costs and profits
category being a part of the purchasing plant's direct costs.
Naturally, this will lower the plant's gross margin and the
purchasing plant's contribution to the company period costs
is distorted. However, this change does maintain an individual purchasing plant income statement which is more
appropriate than what is shown in Exhibit 3. Also, the
acknowledgement of purchased period costs and profits in
the purchasing plant's direct costs still allows management
to quickly determine the company's consequences of closing
the purchasing plant.
In conclusion, Mr. Baughman's proposal is worthwhile
as an additional tool in determining a purchasing plant's
worth in an amalgamated and operating company. It vividly
points out that a purchasing plant, even when losing
money, has a value in the interaction of the total company. At any rate, although I disagree with the way Mr.
Baughman accounts for his purchased period costs and
profits, I do intend to use a modified version of his very
interesting proposal.
Dennis C. Twiss
Staff Assistant to the Controller
Brand Rex Company
Willimantic, Conn.
If We Knew Then —
What We Know Now
If the article by Charles M. Williams, "Small Business
and EDP," in your February 1971 issue, had been available
to me four years ago, some pitfalls that we fell into when
installing our computer system might have been avoided.
One suggestion that I might add to Mr. William's otherwise excellent article is, in addition to training existing
personnel for data processing, that heads of the user departments also be encouraged to attend some "computer
concepts" classes. The improvement in communication and
cooperation is well worth the small additional outlay of
funds.
Barbara A. DeGaetani
Treasurer
Chestnutt Corporation
Greenivich, Conn.
Specialists and Specialists
Inasmuch as our firm is very close to its first venture into
EDP, I was very interested in the October 1970 article by
James O. Weltzin, titled "Why Leave EDP in the Hands
of Specialists ?" I was equally interested in the comments
from readers that were sure to follow, and did in March 1971.
After analyzing the reactions, it appears that our company has a twofold educational process facing it. Accounting
Management must orient itself to computer technology, but
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1971

equally important, is to orient the "EDP Specialist" to the
accounting function. Perhaps these EDP "specialists" feel
that accountants have also "concocted an atmosphere of
mysterious innercircle knowledge" as Mr. Weltzin phrases
it. After all, do yve not consider ourselves "specialists ?" I
feel certain that in an atmosphere of "give and take" from
both sides each will discover new and better ways of coordinating their efforts to achieve the ultimate goal; company
productivity and profitability.
Charles R. Vorpi
Assistant Controller
Gilmore Broadcasting Corporation
Harrisonburg, Va.

Hospital Accounting:
Behind that Imposing Structure .. .
Practical suggestions for improving cost control in hospitals such as those advanced by Richard A. Grundv in his
article, "Hospital Accounting" (March 1971), are indeed
welcome, particularly in this era of rapidly escalating hospital costs. His statement that "behind that imposing structure ...there is a perfectly good business enterprise just
begging to get orkanized" is particularly significant. Although the contention that a hospital should be operated
as a business enterprise might seem obvious, the appalling
fact is that manv (if not most) hospitals are not operated
in this manner.
I am certain that Mr. Grundy is not implying that all
hospitals must attempt to operate at a profit. The point of
the matter is that many proven methods of cost containment
and reduction currently employed with great success in
industrv, and which are readily adaptable to the hospital
setting, are largely ignored by hopsitals. These include such
techniques as maximum utilization of high -cost facilities,
economic order quantity procedures for determining inventory levels, computerized scheduling of services (to
minimize the average patient's length of stay) and quantitative analysis in the evaluation of proposed capital expenditures.
The extent of the problem is dramatized by the very simplicity of Mr. Grundy's proposals. I have had occasion to
visit a large number of hospitals both as a financial auditor
and as a Medicare auditor, and although such procedures
would be considered elementary in most industrial organizations, Mr. Grundy's proposals would be considered revolutionary_ in most hospitals.
W. Allen Sullivan, CPA
Senior Financial Anal vst
Standard Pressed Steel Co.
Jenkintown, Pa.

Hospital Accounting:
More Accountants or Better Concepts?
In his excellent article, "Tlmc Problem with hospital Accounting" (November 1970), Jack R. Toussaint describes
the many variables within a hospital which complicate the
application of good cost accounting and create the need for
greater "technical competence." He establishes a basic
groundwork of facts which lead to his conclusion that "the
Continued on page 44
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merger

Professional valuation counsel is one of the critical
links in the chain of events leading to successful merger
or acquisition. It starts with financial studies relating
to earnings and cash flow. And goes on from there —
probing in areas that range from market impact to
product obsolescence ... from the scope and efficiency
of production facilities to the tax implications of the
proposed transaction. The result is insight that provides
a basis for fair exchange ... merger, not collision.
Assisting corporate decision - makers is our business.

Write for further information.
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DIGEST

A COMPUTERIZED
DECISION - SIMULATOR
MODEL
A Digest of the 1970 -71 Gold Medal Award Winning Article
by Michael R. Tyran, Published in March 1971

By NAA Editorial Staff
In his gold medal award winning article Michael R.
Tyran states: "Although computers and information
processing technologies have advanced significantly
in the past few years, appropriate management attention has not been accorded to its potential in the
management decision- making process." He goes on
to say "manually prepared annual budgets and long range planning data development still remains a
horrendous clerical effort that is inflexible to the
tempo of changing plans and the needs of management to effectively test their 'what if ?' and 'what
happens ?' courses of action."
He points out that the decision - niaking process
involves a number of considerations which will affect
the future operational environment and lie lists the
following examples of major planning criteria utilized in the forecasting process:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Level of effort
Market prospects
Sales risk
Economic conditions
Products/ service sales
Investment
Profits
Performance
Break -even point

Basic Problems
Because of certain basic problems, detailed data
based on the above criteria are more often than not
changed. Some of these problems are referred to by
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/AUGUST 1971

Mr. Tyran as: new developments, facility expansion
or contraction, manpower requirements which arc
too large or too small for sales values, management's
choosing to hedge on possible future business, or
management's decision to establish cost control goals.
Any of these factors could influence management to
make revisions of the projected plan. But Mr. Tyran
states that these changes are generally not implemented until sometime later on a "time available
basis," a procedure which lie describes as "cart before the horse."
Plan Changing Process
Because the testing of alternate courses of action
manually is a tremendous task, Mr. Tyran suggests
that organizations design, develop and implement
a computerized process for developing and improving their budget/ forecasting procedures. He informs
us that at General Dvnaniics, Pomona Operation,
they are completing the development of a computerized forecast /simulator model which will provide
capabilities for mechanical projections and will thus
provide a rapid means of testing alternate courses
of action.

Designing the Model
In his well - illustrated article, Mr. Tyran displays
the considerations involved in a financial plan data
flow and the various interfaces that exist. He belicves that detailed flowcharts should be prepared to
determine the most logical approach to the development of data from its initial source to the summary
levels. Following are his recommendations of the
types of input that the model should provide:

w

M. R. TYRAN
Pomona Valley Chapter (Los Angeles 1955),
is Chief, Controller
System Planning of the
Pomona Division of
General Dynamics Corporation. He holds a
B.S. degree from Rider
College and an M.B.A.
degree from U.S.C. Mr.
Tyran has twice been
awarded the Lybrand
Gold Medal for outstanding article of the
year and has earned a
number of Certificates
of Merit and of Recognition.

I. Projected direct manpower levels by organization /contract
2. Time phased hours by period
3. Sales forecast of deliveries
4. Lag timing of the invoice issuance, payment,
cash receipt
5. Projected other income and expense
6. Indirect manpower forecast or projected percent
indirect to direct by organization and coiitrict
7. Direct and indirect labor rates or correlation formula
S. Planned fixed asset acquisitions and depreciation
factors
9. Simple identifiers and location codes
Computer processing is then used to manipulate
the inputs through various mathematical requirements. The outputs, as illustrated in the article,
would for example follow a direct material projection model or an overview of commercial business,
product cost and sales data flow. The models then
become the inputs for the decision - making process.
Decision-Making Process
The decision- making process begins when the projected plan is completed and forwarded to responsible management for review, approval and /or
change. Mr. Tyran suggests that the following governing considerations be used in making the overall
evaluation of the plan:
1. Return on sales
2. Cash liquidity
3. Inventory turnover
4. Working capital
5. Age of receivables
6. Facility expansion /contraction
7. Backlog
8. Return on investment
"These considerations," lie says, "are the result of
managements' judgement, experience and the direction in which they decide to proceed for the projected period."
Financial Decision Data Development
At this point, Mr. Tyran provides an insight as to
how a "gaming" model would operate in the development of various data. He presents four altematives, although these are not the only alternatives
which can be used. "The purpose of the capabilitv,"
he goes on, "is to provide management with the flexibility to test alternate courses of action ineclianically, based on certain premises and /or changes to

10

input or developed data." Following are the alternatives used in the article:
The Alternatives
ALTERNATIVE A

Given, primarily, the manpower, overhead and G
and A rates and fee input, the major objective is to
develop the sales value from cost and fee buildup
and, in turn, reflect the data flow through the profit
and loss schedule.
ALTERNATIVE B

Given, primarily, the manpower, sales, cost of sales
as a percent of sales, overhead rate and fee input,
the objective is to develop total cost and its composition by elements of cost.
ALTERNATIVE; C

Given sales, fee rates and cost correlations, the objective is to obtain total costs and the elements of
cost forcing the difference into direct dollars.
ALTERNATIVE D

Given sales, cost of sales percent, G and A rate and
correlations, the objective is to develop fee dollars.
Conclusion
In conclusion, Mr. Tyran claims that this. forecast
technique provides the means to achieve the following benefits:
1. A rapid means of making projections with minimal clerical effort.
2. Detailed as well as suns nary information.
3. Improved accuracy in data development since it
is all mechanically generated from one input
source.
4. Opportunity by management to make various
assumptions and to test alternate courses of action based on any change to the basic premises
with resulting data for finalizing the projected
plan of operation.
5. The capability for management to change summary data and have the revisions reflected iii the
supporting detail.
6. A means for frequent interval updating of the
plan resulting from changing business cnvironment and /or management prerogatives of redirection needs caused by internal and /or external
influencing forces.
7. An online "gaining" capability through remote
ternninal devices thus bypassing card and tale
input reflecting changes which delay output results.
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ABOUT THE LYBRAND AWARD WINNERS

'I LOVE TO WRITE'
Michael R. Tvran, the winner of the Lybrand Gold
Medal for the outstanding manuscript submitted
to MANAGI:TIENT ACCOUNTING in 1970-71, Is a prolific writer —and a prolific winner.
He is the only NAA member to win two Lybrand
Gold Medals. (Past International President I. Wayne
Keller, however, has won a Gold Medal and a Silver
Medal.) In addition, Author Tyran has won five
Certificates of Merit and one Certificate of Recognition within the last six years of submitting manuscripts. His first Gold Medal was awarded for the
article, "STARFIRE —An Advanced Financial Inforniation System," published in May 1966.
"'I love to write," he told MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, noting that all of his articles grow out of
his work. He is currently Chief, Controller System
Planning of the Pomona Division of General Dynamics Corp. Notified of his selection as the author
of the best manuscript submitted in 1970 -71, he
said "This was the biggest thrill in my life."
Mike Tyran is especially enthusiastic about the
topic his article covers, "A Computerized Decision- Simulator Model." He says that computerized decision - simulators are the coming thing. Management wants answers, he points out, and it wants
them right away. He visualizes a management environment where the management accountant will
sit at his desk with a computer terminal and "play
games with numbers."
As for the model described in his article, Air.
Tyran noted that the benefits of the model are
many but the full potential will take time to implement. "Right now we are in the process of programming a portion of this model which will allow its to
simulate pertinent results from making changes to
projected manpower, hours, rates and labor dollars.
The overhead expense module will allow capability
to change rates and develop detailed projected
expenses by account or vice versa. Although the
overall model development has been approved, it
is being implemented in segments or modules. This
will make possible its conformance to the overall
plan of implementation —first things first!"
He said that full implementation of the model has
not yet been achieved but that the model "will
instantaneously manipulate data and produce immediate results, simulate and test (detailed or summary) alternate courses of action for financial plan
resolution and management decision- making, considerably decrease manual effort, provide multifile
update capability, increase time for data interpretation and analysis, stimulate management participation in plans' development and provide more
effective utilization of people and computers."
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGIAUGUST 1971

Author Michael Tyran tests out a problem, using
terminal connected to a timesharing computer.
He adds that if the data produced does not
coincide with management's planning or need,
changes can be made in the system and required
results produced. Thanks to this capability days and
weeks of effort can be reduced to minutes or minimal
hours.
As an example, Mr. Tyran pointed out, that with
the computer temlinal hooked up to an ITT timesharing computer, ile had access to a master file "60
miles away from where I am." He suggests that
accounting as a field has been slow to recognize the
value of computerized planning techniques.
"I believe the greatest lacking in today's computerized environment results from detailed accounting system implementations which fail to
consider the overall needs of management in performing their job effectively. There is a 'gap' in
communications among those involved as to what
the real needs are. Resolution of this problem can
only be achieved by first establishing an all- enconipassing, systematic plan to include all requirements
and then scheduling, by priority, what projects will
be of greatest benefit in temis of decision- making,
more efficient operations, better planning and cost
reductions. This is what we are trying to do in the
implementation of the simulator model."
A member of the Pomona Valley Chapter, Mike
Tyran types his own manuscripts and draws all the
exhibits. Where does he find time to write? "I go
down to the beach on weekends and write in be11

tween swimming," he says. As for work in progress,
he has completed revisions on a book titled "Computerized Accounting Systems and Controls," which
will be published in the near future by Prentice -Hall.
The contract from the textbook publisher for
the book grew directly out of the articles that lie
has published, Mr. Tvran said. He has derived a
number of other benefits from writing, including
increased knowledge of the "state -of- the -art" which,

in turn, resulted in new career opportunities.
"I am also working on a sequel to the article in
the March issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING,"
he notes, adding that this manuscript will go into
more details of the decision - simulator model. Two
other articles are also in the works, says the author,
who has published in other magazines, too. He says
the toughest part of writing is "reviewing, reviewing, and reviewing."

PROBLEM - SOLVER USES ALL DISCIPLINES
"I would
like to be
designated a
problem solver."
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Improving the way businessmen make decisions is
a task that involves several disciplines, says Satinder
K. Mullick, who was named the winner of the
Lybrand Silver Medal for his manuscript (see page
13), "Investment Decision - Making in a Multinational Enterprise."
Dr. Mullick, who came to the United States from
India in 1961, speaks four languages in addition to
English. He has written in German, Hindi, Urdu
and Punjabi. Now a member of the Elmira Area
Chapter of NAA, Dr. Mullick is project manager in
the Operations Research Department of Corning
Glass Works, Corning, N.Y.
In writing his award - winning article, Dr. Mullick
collaborated with John C. Chambers, director of
operations research at Coming. Together they have
authored eight articles in the last six years. One of
these — "Determining the Acquisition Value of a
Company" —was published in the April 1970 issue
OfMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.
He has a B.S. degree in mechanical engineering
from Banaras Hindu University in India and a
Ph.D. degree from Johns Hopkins University in
Baltimore, Md., but Dr. Mullick works with many
disciplines. "I would like to be designated a `problem- solver' who is willing to use any available tool,
and consequently we try to borrow from all of the
disciplines."
His concern is with making decision- making as Dr. Mullick (left) and John C. Chambers also use
simulation techniques in their analyses.
rational and objective as possible. He stresses two
approaches to this end — quantifying management's
options and reducing emotional biases in the plan- came to the conclusion that a new facility in Euning inputs. One of the methods Dr. Mullick al- rope could not be justified.
ludes to briefly in his MANAGFAIENT ACCOUNTING
Dr. Mullick said his manuscript went through
article and at length in an article in the Harvard four revisions before it was published. Dr. ChamBusiness Review is the use of an "impartial co- bers and he have a mutually satisfying writing reordinator" on a project evaluation team. Authors lationship, working at nights and on weekends preMullick and Chambers deem an impartial coordi- paring articles. "While this requires considerable
nator necessary because often those on a project effort outside of working hours," says Dr. Mullick,
evaluation team have a vested interest in the out- "this helps to clarify our thinking about a parcome and therefore cannot give an objective evalu- ticular approach and forces us to put our thinking
ation of the options open to management.
into a businessman's language." For example, he
Using this technique, a simulation model and said the manuscript in this issue went through
the Delphi Method to achieve a consensus, a task four revisions.
force described in the authors' case study evaluated
The Harvard Business Review will publish anthe question of whether or not Corning Glass other article, which he helped to write, in its July/
should build another forming facility either do- August issue. The month after, however, his wife
mestically or abroad. As a result of the effort to will hold the spotlight: they're expecting their first
quantify and objectify all the alternatives, the team child in August.

-A
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INVESTMENT
DECISION - MAKING
IN A MULTINATIONAL
ENTERPRISE
Impartial Coordinator Uses Simulation Model
for Performing Evaluations of Various Alternatives
and to Provide a Better Quantitative Base
for Decision- Making

By John C. Chambers and Satinder K. Mullick
This article describes an approach that has been
taken by the writers to overcome the problems of
sub - optimization and lack of objectivity normally
associated with investment decision - making in multinational enterprises. The approach basically involves the participation on the evaluation team of
an impartial coordinator, and the use of a detailed
simulation model for evaluation purposes which
also leads to the identification of additional alternatives. A brief description of the basic characteristics of the methodology is presented, followed by
a detailed case study that shows how the basic
approach is applied.
An Impartial Coordinator
The persons normally assigned to a project evaluation team are primarily or entirely from the
areas that will be affected by the potential capital
expenditures, so that they have a vested interest in
the outcome. The result is that, because their
future within the company depends upon the
growth in profit achieved by their functional group,
thev seldom are able to provide objective estimates
and will frequently use evaluation criteria that will
maximize returns within their functional area. This
means that there should preferably be someone on
the project team who can act in an impartial way.
This can be best achieved if the person, who we
shall refer to as an impartial coordinator, is either
from a corporate staff group or organizationally
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1971

located so that he will not directly benefit from
the success of the project. His role is to ascertain
that the criteria, the estimates, and all relevant
factors are based on the best possible information,
so that an unbiased evaluation can be made.'

A Simulation Model
The use of a simulation model, also, has been
found to be especially valuable in a number of
studies. It is a detailed computational technique
that incorporates the accounting procedures, evaluation criteria, and relationships of the significant
factors. It is basically a mathematical model that
includes all of the computations that would be
done manually if time permitted. Generallv, because of the complexity of the simulation model,
solutions or model computations are performed
on a computer. Once the model has been programmed, the economic implications of variations
in the estimates can be readily obtained. The sensitivity of the payoffs to values of the factors can
be quickly determined, and new alternatives are
frequently suggested by this approach.

The Case Study
One of the major product lines at Corning Glass
Works is sold in the United States, Europe, Japan,
Australia, Canada, Latin America, and South Africa.
'The qual ificati ons of t he impart ial coordinat or are de scri be d in
more detai l in an article written by t he authors. See J. C. Chambers, S. K. Mullick, and D. A. Goodman, "Catalytic Agent for
Effective Planning," Harvard Business Review, January/ February
1971.
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Defining the Alternatives
Since the earlier analysis had been somewhat
restrictive in that onlv two alternative locations for
forming capacity were considered, the problem
scope was expanded to include an exhaustive investigation of other feasible alternatives. The evaluation of onlv a few alternative strategies, as well
as personal bias, occurs frequently where the analysts have some vested interest in the result of the
analysis. In this particular project, through the use
of the Delphi Technique,' the authors were able
to identify other feasible alternatives daring inter views with various members of the team and other
experts. The alternatives defined were (1) a new
facility in Europe; (2) expansion of the existing
facility in the U.S.A. with a relativelv small investment; (3) modification of another existing domestic facility; (4) a new facility in Canada and
( 5) expansion of an existing facility in Europe.
For each of the alternatives a product flowchart
was developed indicating which manufacturing facilities would supply each market. Examples of
two of the product flowcharts, for the existing
situation and alternative (1), are shown in Exhibit
1. While it would have been possible to use comprehensive analytical tools to determine which
markets should be serviced by which facility, it was
found that most of the decisions could be handled
by relatively simple incremental cost analysis using
standard costs and other accounting information,
and the "allocation" was therefore performed in
that xvay. The increased number of alternatives led
to the decision to construct a simulation model to
evaluate each of the alternatives.
The Payoff Criteria
Frequently, when sequential investment decisions
are made (i.e., where several investments are to
be made over time, such as building an assembly
facility initially and then a fabrication facility at
a later date), the computation of pa }•backs and
return -on- investment will consider the overall effect
of all facilities in that sequence, rather than just
the payoff for the investment currently being considered. This had been done in the initial, manual
where the total payback of a forming and
finishing facility was computed, since the recommended forming facility was to be an extension of
the European - located finishing facility.
While this may be an acceptable approach at
the beginning of the expansion program, the authors felt that only the incremental profits and
capital requirements for the investment being
examined (and possibly later investments) should
be considered. Accordingly, the first step was to
get an agreement on the objective function, i.e.,
what type of costs and payoff criteria should be
used. It was determined that the payoff criteria
analysis,

i'

The manufacturing for this product involves melting, forming and finishing operations. The melting
and forming operations require major capital expenditures, while the finishing process needs considerably less capital. The product demand in the
United States was estimated to be greater than the
total demand for all other countries and, based on
the principle of dominance and economies of scale,
the first forming and finishing facility to be built
was located in the United States.
After the product had been successfully marketed
domestically, it was then sold to international markets through the International Sales Division. As
foreign sales increased, finishing facilities were built
in several of the larger marketing areas. The further
expansion of international sales raised the question
of whether a fonning facility should be built, and
if so, where. The determination of whether there
should be additional forming and /or finishing facilities, and if so, where they should be located,
was a rather difficult problem and one for which
the solution was not immediately obvious. Sonic
of the factors that had to be considered were marketing effort, sales, manufacturing costs, duties,
freights, local taxes, availability of capital for financing investments, risks of losses due to devaluation, and political and trade relations between
various countries.
A task force, consisting primarily of persons from
the International Division, Facilities Department
and the Domestic Division manufacturing the
product, was formed to perform the evaluation.
During this study, in which computations were
done manually, it was determined that the R.O.I.
and other profitability measures were significantly
affected by the various estimates such as manufacturing costs, sales, and assumptions relating to
duties, freight, etc. The computations required
considerable effort so that it was not possible to
compute the effects of more than a few sets of
estimates, and the economic implications of only
two alternatives were performed. One altcmatiyc
involved what appeared to be the most desirable
domestic location, while the other alternative was
one where a local government subsidy could be
obtained in Europe, given that the plant was built
there within a given time interval.
Based on this study, a decision was made to
proceed with the engineering, with construction
to begin at the European location in the following
year. However, it appeared that possibly too much
emphasis was being given to the local subsidy. Also,
there was some concern about the accuracv of the
sales estimates for various countries and when demand for the semi - finished product would exceed
the United States production capacity. Because of
these concerns and the desire to challenge other
estimates as well, the authors were requested to
help re- examine the problem, working as part of
a team with personnel from the International Division, Domestic Division and Facilities Dept. The
request for this second studv also included the
right to challenge the estimates and to use any
available techniques to increase their accuracy.

=The Delphi Method, developed by the Rand Corporation, has
been used primarily to gain a consensus of a group of experts, by
quest ioning the m several times on an individual basis and using
feedback information until there is a convergence of t he estimates or opi nions of the group. It eliminates committ ee act ivity
almost entirely, thus reducing the influence of certain psychological factors such as specious persuasion, the unwillingness to
abandon publicly- expressed opinion, and the bandwagon effect
of majority opinion.
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would be incremental R.O.I., rather than cumulative R.O.I., since R.O.I. considered the total present and future value added at that location rather
than the incremental value added by the investment
currently being considered. (Tlle R.O.I. is defined
as that return which makes the sum of discounted
cash flows equal to zero.)
A related problem was whether the payoff function would be computed for the subsidiary where
the facility would be located, or whether the cash
flows would be obtained from a corporate point of
view, since there are, for some non - domestic alternatives, restrictions on how much money can be
returned to the corporation during any period of
time and also associated taxes if money is returned.
It was decided the model should be developed so
that it could provide payoffs for both the subsidiary
and the total corporation.
Another choice presented was whether total
standard manufacturing costs or incremental (variable) manufacturing costs should be used for computing the manufacturing cost for the amount
shipped out of the domestic forming facility. The
standard cost includes both factory overheads and
prorated set -up costs, based on average production
quantities. A similar problem involved the rate
at which manufacturing costs were increasing at
the domestic facility. Again, because these questions
could not be completely resolved, it was determined
that the simulation model would be set up so that
both standard and incremental manufacturing costs
and different manufacturing cost increase rates
could be used as inputs. Problems of this nature
existed for some of the other parameters as well
and it was necessary to construct the model so that
the effects on payoffs of alternative inputs could
be examined to see if there would be any change
in strategy, and /or significant change in payoffs.

The Simulation Model

" . . . the model

The approach taken was to have the overall
model consist of several sub - models, one for determining when the existing U.S. forming facility
would be out of capacity, one for computing the
manufacturing cost for each alternative and one
for computing the various payoff criteria. The
forming capacity model provided the information
shown in Exhibit 2, where the revised requirements
for worldwide forming demand are plotted over
time for pessimistic, most likely, and the optimistic
set of assumptions. It can be seen that the time
at which additional capacity is needed varies from

... could provide
payoffs for both
the subsidiary
and the total
corporation."

Exhibit 1
PRODUCT FLOW CHARTS FOR SERVICING MARKETING AREAS

Existing Situation (Europe buys from the U.S.)
Forming Facilities
U.S.
Manufacturing
Facility
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Marketing Areas

U.S.A.

U.S.A.
South
Atrira
Latlll
America

J:Ipall

Australia

Canada

Europe

Sensitivity Analysis vs. Risk Analysis
Tllc question arose as to whether the simulation
model should be developed to perform sensitivity
analysis or whether it should permit risk analyses
to be performed. While sales estimates as well as
other factors, such as manufacturing cost, were
found to have considerable variability, it was agreed
that, because of the large number of alternatives
and sets of assumptions, the simulation model
should be simple enough so that the various persons
involved could provide reasonably accurate estimates and also understand the results. Hence, the
use of a risk analysis model was not considered
feasible under the circumstances. In a sensitivity
analysis, the inputs for a few of the variables are
changed for each set of computations so that the
results can be easily comprehended and the logic
followed. Also, while obtaining data for pessimistic,
most likely and optimistic estimates is sometimes
difficult and time consuming, the data for meaningful risk analysis is even more time consuming
and frequently very costly. The primary concern
was to correctly identify the range of variability
rather than the exact shape or distribution of the
probability function.

Finishing Facilities

Japan

ALI5 l rat la

Canada

Lurupe

Alternative 1 (New Forming Facility in Europe)
Forming Facilities

Finishing Facilities

Marketing Areas

Present
U.S.
Mfg. Facility

U.S.A.

U.S.A.
south
Africa
Latin
America

Canada

Canada

Australia
Au traha
New European
Forming
Facility

Japan
Japan
f u rope
Europe
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"'There were a
number of
inputs for
each set of
assumptions
and each
alternative."
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two to six vears, depending upon the sales estimates.
All of the considerations discussed earlier were
taken into account in constructing the simulation
model. The flowchart for the simulation model is
given in Exhibit 3, where the people interactions,
data elements, and computations are illustrated.
As can be seen, the cost model contains considerable detail, arising in part from the inclusion of
learning curves for new operations. Also, since
incremental costs were used as well as standard
costs, the manufacturing cost model had to incorporate a number of factors rather than to have the
input in the form of a cost - demand functional
relationship.
While sub - routines could have been incorporated
into the model for statistically forecasting sales,
prices, etc., it was decided that these input factors
would be computed by various techniques in an
exogenous manner (e.g., manual computations to
generate inputs). However, statistical models were
used to estimate sales and manufacturing costs and
they were compared with inputs provided by other
groups within the company. It was possible to
obtain reasonably good consensus of virtually all
estimates and, as has been experienced in other
studies, the sensitivitv analysis approach forced
more realism into the inputs and permitted decision- makers at various levels to see what the implications were for varying inputs. It also enabled each
decision -maker to see what the implications were for
the set of inputs that he believed were most probable.
The manufacturing costs included such factors
as hourly labor costs, salaried labor costs, batch
materials, packing materials, gas (fixed and variable), oxygen, water (fixed and variable), power
(fixed and variable), machinery repairs, mold repairs, mold replacement, furnace accrual, technical
assistance, departmental expense, property and other
taxes, other insurance, building and service main-

tenance, building rental, finishing costs, freight,
duties, depreciation, etc. The model was designed
for maximum flexibility and the authors were able
to vary anv estimate that was questionable or uncertain. Detailed sales (units and prices), manufacturing costs, selling and administrative costs,
developmental expenses, gross margins, operating
margins, net income, etc. were included in the
printouts for pessimistic, most likely and optimistic
assumptions for management review.
The computer model also had different income
tax computing rules for each country_ and was able
to handle the possibility of subsidies in one country
versus the possibility of no subsidy in others.
Computational Results
There were a number of inputs for each set of
assumptions and each alternative. These inputs
included the manufacturing cost for the semifinished product, standard and variable costs for the
existing facilities, ocean freight, duties, average
retail price for each product type, the price paid
by the international subsidiaries for the semifinished product, sales forecasts by product type by
marketing area, and the finishing cost for each
product by operation.
Several types of information were provided in
computer outputs for each given alternative or
strategy. This detail permitted the decision- makers
to understand not only the overall implication of
the strategy but how individual segments of the
business were affected. The computer output included gross margin in dollars, gross margin as a
percent of sales, development expense, operating
expense, set -up cost, operating margin, operating
margin for other operations, total operating margin,
other expenses, net profit before tax, losses carried
forward, net profit after tax (make), net profit after
tax (buy), net income - incremental, depreciation incremental, investment - incremental, working capital- incremental, cash flow- incremental, assumptions
relating to working capital as a percent of change
of sales dollars, R.O.I. for 5, 10 and 15 years
cash flows, and payback period. The variation in
the planning horizon (years of cash flows) was due
to political uncertainties in the foreign markets.
Where appropriate, the cost and profits and other
cash flows were listed by year for the total planning
horizon.
The computations for R.O.I. were summarized
in the form shown in Exhibits 4 and 5. A total of
2,160 R.O.I. computations were performed for
various assumptions and alternatives. Whenever
incremental margins were considered, as in this
exhibit, comparisons between alternatives were
made. (As stated earlier, R.O.I. is defined as that
return which makes the sum of discounted cash
flows equal to zero.) Exhibit 4 provides a comparison of the effects of the domestic variable cost
increasing at annual rates of 8 percent and 4 percent, respectively. It provides an indication of
how the European alternative, with its investment
subsidy, becomes less attractive as true incremental
profits are considered and the U.S. facility improves productivity. The reader should consider
MA N A G EM E N T ACC OU NTIN G / AU GU ST 1 9 7 1

Exhibit 3
FLOW CHART FOR MULTINATIONAL INVESTMENT MODEL

Coordinator

— 4 E x p Team
e r t sMembers
& Other

Marketing
Information

Convert to
Feeder Days

Setup
Expenses

I

—
V

Formed Glass
Demands for
Years I -IS

Sales Units Demands
(Finished Product) for
Years 1 -15

Mfg. Costs
sub - Routine

Manufacturing
Cost

Duties

I

I

Trans portation

T

a

x

S &A
Expense

Development
Expense

fit
)

Net Profit (or

Subsidies

Gross
Margins

Operating
Margins
4

Net Loss After
Taxes to the
Existing U.S.
Facility for
Giving up Some
Business

--

Total
Manufacturing
Costs

Depreciation
on
Investment

I

Sales S
for Years 1 -15
for each Facility

Price /Demand *
Relations for
Each Market

Learning
Curves

Capital
Investment

Which Facility
Services
Which Market

Facility
ExistingAlternatives
or New
Manufacturing

Tax

loss) After Taxes
Due to New Facility

Interest
and Other
Expenses

Net Incremental
Prof it or Loss
to CGW Due to
New Facility

—4mi.

Net Cash
Flows for
Years 1 -15

Working
Capital

Payback
Calculation
*
_
R.O.I.
Calculation

R.O.I. for
10 Yr. Planning
Horizon
R.O.I. tin 15 yr.
Planning Horizon

* Boxes with double lines are where pessimistic. most likely.
and optimistic estimates are used for sensitivity analysis.
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Exhibit 4
TRUE INCREMENTAL PROFITS TO THE CORPORATION:
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR CASES I AND II
C.G.W. INCREMENTAL R.O.I. IN PERCENT

Computational results for Case I - Existing plant costs increase at 8% per year
Pessimistic sales

Most likely sales

Optimistic sales

15 years
10 years 15 years 10 years
15 years 10 years
cash flows cash flows cash flows cash flows cash flows cash flows

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A.,
no expansion in U.S. facility

Negative

Negative

Negative

1.6

3.2

6.1

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A.,
U.S. facility expansion in 1971
low investment

Negative

Negative

Negative

4.0

7.0

11.0

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A..
U.S. facility expansion in 1971
high investment

Negative

Negative

Negative

6.1

9.8

14.2

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A.,
U.S. facility expansion in 1973—
low investment

Negative

Negative

Negative

2.9

4.9

8.6

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A.,
U.S. facility expansion in 1973—
high investment

Negative

Negative

Negative

4.8

7.7

11.7

-

—

Comparison

Computational results for Case II — Existing plant costs increase at 4% per year
Pessimistic sales

Most likely sales

Optimistic sales

15 years 10 years IS years
10 years 15 years 10 years
cash flows cash flows cash flows cash flows cash flows cash flows

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A..
no expansion in U.S. facility

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A.,
U.S. facility expansion in 1971
low investment

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

2.0

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A.,
U.S. facility expansion in 1971 -.
high investment

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

0.6

4.9

Europe make vs. bu y from U.S.A.,
U.S. facility expansion in 1973—
low investment

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A.,
U.S. facility expansion in 1973—
high investment

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

2.6

—

Comparison

Main Assumptions
I ) If make in Europe, Europe tank manufacturers European, Japanese and Australian
sales load.
2) a) If buy in Europe from U.S. plants, selling prices to Europe represent
existing plants variable costs including third party costs (freight and duty).
b) Buy situtation considers the European sales load only.
3) Net profit after tax fixed cost loss to the existing facility due to loss of
Japanese and Australian business deducted from Europe's profit.
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Exhibit 5
INCREMENTAL PROFITS TO THE EUROPEAN SUBSIDIARY:
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR CASES III AND IV
EUROPEAN SUBSIDIARY INCREMENTAL R.O.I. IN PERCENT

Computational results for Case 111 - Existing plant costs increase at 8% per year
Pessimistic sales
Comparison

Most likely sales

Optimistic sales

15 years
15 years 10 years
15 years 10 years
10 years
cash flows cash flows cash flows cash flows cash flows cash flows

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A.,
no expansion in U.S. facility

Negative

3.8

11.3

14.5

18.1

20.9

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A.,
U.S. facility expansion in 1971 low investment

2.3

8.9

15.5

20.7

24.2

29.1

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A.,
U.S. facility expansion in 1971 high investment

6.1

12.1

19.4

24.9

28.9

34.3

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A.,
U.S. facility expansion in 1973low investment

0.1

6.3

12.6

16.3

20.1

24.1

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A.,
U.S. facility expansion in 1973high investment

3.8

9.2

17.1

20.2

24.7

29.2

1

Computational results for Case IV - Existing plant costs increase at 47c per year
Pessimistic sales
Comparison

Most likely sales

Optimistic sales

15 years
15 years 10 years
15 years 10 years
10 years
cash flows cash flows cash flows cash flows cash flows cash flows

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A.,
no expansion in U.S. facility

Negative

Negative

2.2

5.2

9.1

12.0

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A.,
U.S. facility expansion in 1971 low investment

Negative

Negative

6.3

11.6

15.3

20.3

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A.,
U.S. facility expansion in 1971 high investment

Negative

3.0

10.4

15.8

20.0

25.2

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A.,
U.S. facility expansion in 1973low investment

Negative

Negative

3.7

7.3

11.2

15.1

Europe make vs. buy from U.S.A.,
U.S. facility expansion in 1973high investment

Negative

0.2

8.3

11.3

15.8

20.1

Main Assumptions
1) If make in Europe, Europe tank manufacturers European, Japanese and Australian
sales load.
2) a) If buy in Europe from U.S. plants, selling prices to Europe represent
existing plants variable costs including third party costs (freight and duty).
b) Buy situtation considers the European sales load only.
3) Net profit after tax fixed cost loss to the existing facility due to loss of
Japanese and Australian business deducted from Europe's profit.
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"The use of
the simulation
model eliminated virtually
all the 'emotional' types of
arguments..."
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these only as recognition of the problem and not as
predictions.) For 8 percent annual cost increase, as
was found in some of the other comparisons that
were made, it is necessary to use the longer planning horizon of 15 years to get even a positive
R.O.I. for the most likely estimates. For a 4 percent annual cost increase, onlv the optimistic sales
estimates yield a positive R.O.I.
A comparison of Exhibits 4 and 5 shows what
the R.O.I. will be to the total CGW corporation
compared with the total R.O.I. to the European
subsidiary, for its subsidized new plant versus expansion of an existing facility in the U.S. From
the European subsidiary viewpoint, the R.O.I.
looked reasonable for the most likely and optimistic
cases, whereas from the corporation viewpoint, the
R.O.I. is unacceptable even under optimistic conditions. Exhibit 5 demonstrates the effects of rising
costs in the U.S. plant as shown in Exhibit 4 but
for other sets of assumptions.
A number of comparisons of the type given
above were also made for variable costs versus standard costs, for plant locations in various countries
with or without tax subsidies, for van-ing sizes of
facilih,, and the use of excess capacity of alternative
domestic locations. These analyses showed that the
fixed cost in existing plants and the low initial
utilization of a new plant would be too much to
be offset by savings in duties and freight cost.
Hence, unless it would be possible to combine the
manufacturing operations for the product being
considered with other similar products which would
increase the utilization of the new plant, a new
facility in Europe with its attractive subsidies could
not be justified.
Various investment figures were inserted into the
model to detennine at what investment cost the
payoffs would be favorable to a European location.
It was found that with a reasonable investment
cost, the capital required for a new plant, even if

there was a subsidy, would be such that the returns
would not meet corporate criteria. Foreign expansion became economical only when the existing
domestic facilities could not be expanded further
or this product could be made at an existing European plant with extremely small investment for
comparable U.S. manufacturing costs. Yearly operating costs were found to be more significant than
the investment subsidy. The importance and value
of improving productivity at the domestic facility
was highlighted by the analysis.
Conclusion
The inclusion of an impartial coordinator on the
evaluation team and his use of a simulation model
for performing evaluations was found to provide a
better quantitative base for decision - making, having
led to more realistic estimates and having permitted
the identification and evaluation of alternatives that
would not have normally been considered if the
computations were performed manually. In addition, the sensitivity analyses provided adequate
answers and it was not necessary to do additional
research to obtain more precise estimates of the
input variables. This was due to the consistency
of the solution for varying sets of assumptions.
Virtuallv all of the managers involved in the study
found the results to be extremely helpful in arriving
at a decision and expressed the opinion that this
type of approach should be used in all future evaluations for facilities expansions. The use of the
simulation model eliminated virtually all of the
"emotional" types of arguments, since the implications of various assumptions could be shown
quantitatively. The approach described proved to
be instrumental in bringing together different viewpoints in obtaining an agreement among all persons involved, with the alternative of no major
expansion of the forming facilities in the near
future as the best solution.
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SYSTEMS PLANNING
FOR PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
Performance Evaluation Is an Integral Part of Management
Planning and Control, and Appropriate Financial Reports Must Be
Designed to Facilitate the Evaluation Process

By Mitchell H. Raiborn
A principal purpose of management reporting systems is to provide periodic communication concerning the efficiency and effectiveness of current
business activities. These systems should provide
timely information which informs managers of their
relative success and which identifies problems with
operations under their control. However, traditional
income statements and balance sheets are inadequate for the informational needs of performance
appraisal. For performance evaluation, reporting
systems should be directly concerned with current
operations such as sales volume, product mix, expense levels, capacity utilization, materials vicld,
and similar measures of operating results. They
should provide properly structured lnformaholl
which ans%vcrs such questions as: Which product
line is most profitable? What manufacturing division is most productive? Which plant manager is
most efficient?
With on -line real -time computer technology, the
abilitv to classify, store, and retrieve massive amounts
of data actually presents a problem of forced selectivity. The task of management is to spccify data
classifications that are relevant to performance evaluation. Within the scope of management reporting
systems, performance evaluation is the process of
interrelating expectations and accomplishments.
Budgetary control is a typical illustration of performance evaluation and financial reports lend objcctiyity and uniformity to this process. Actual
operating results are measured and evaluated for
compliance with previously expressed plans. Evaluation requires comparative analsis and conclusion
by management as to the quality of operating results achieved.
Importance to Management
Performance evaluation is inherent in manageMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/AUGUST 1971

ment activity. Investments and profits are planned,
operating results are reviewed, and corrective measures are specified. The identity of both problems
and opportunities depends upon the success of this
planning - control cycle. Since conclusions emerge
from the relation between actual and planned results, meaningful performance evaluation depends
upon a sound planning system and competent operating standards. When actual results are compared
with budgets (expected performance) or with standards (dcsited performance), management must be
confident that quantitative expectations are fair,
valid, and reliable.
Therefore, in planning information systems, the
specification stage should include a design of all
aspects that are important to users. Inquiries by
the management accountant should determine information to be supplied, the timing of information
flow, and definition of input- output formats., Recording transaction data, cost flows, and other internal events is then a routine accounting operation
which creates a data base. To present management
frith desired information, data arc retrieved and
subjected to the application of analytical techniques.
As examples, these techniques include return on
investment computations, financial and operating
ratios, budgetary and standard cost variances, analyses of changes in gross profit, and various cost yolunme- profit measurements. Extensive systems
planning, sound controllership, and competent financial reports are therefore essential antecedents
to the process of performance evaluation.
Successful operating control and the quality of
accounting information are cleariv interdependent.
Objective performance evaluation also involves
human relations. The evaluation base, consisting of
standards, budgetary measures, or other expectations, must earn the confidence of both superiors
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"Management
must identify
the responsibility areas... for
which revenues,
expenses and
other quantitative measures
are relevant."

and subordinates. Ideally, upper management relies
upon the validity of performance indicators, and
lower management believes in the fairness of such
measures. To attain this ideal state, both the personal and impersonal aspects of performance evaluation merit attention.
Impersonal-Personal Orientation
Management reporting systems should distinguish the impersonal and personal dimensions of
performance evaluation. Different measures should
be devised to evaluate the performance of managers
who are responsible for particular organizational
units. The first approach is entity or segment oriented while the second concerns responsibility and
the involvement of personnel.
With segment orientation, financial reports address specific operating characteristics of an impersonal entity. Operating results can be analyzed
for sub - entities or segments of a total organization.
Special financial reports for this purpose support
decisions to invest in facilities, engage in product
promotion, eliminate unprofitable divisions, or sell
joint products at split -off. Recurring financial reports then monitor the wisdom of these decisions.
To judge the merits of a single manager, other
financial statements are prepared to reflect a personal orientation. Reports with personal orientation are needed for self- evaluation by managers and
also for review by immediate superiors.
Consider a multi - please application for a product
division of a manufacturing firm. Management
wishes to evaluate the division's contribution to
unallocated joint costs and overall company profits.
Influence of the division manager upon this contribution is also to be appraised. Improvement in
divisional profit contribution and the response of
operating results to a manager's actions involve
short -run and long -run implications. As indicated
in Exhibit 1, compound performance measurement
situations utilize several cost concepts and profit
measures.
Measuring Performance
Several margin measurements contained in Exhibit 1 are potentially useful for different performance evaluation problems. Contribution margins indicate the ability of various product lines to recover
fixed costs and generate profits. Since this measure is
segment- oriented, profit potentials may be analyzed
separately from the problems of responsibility. As
an intermediate measure, production margin translates manufacturing activities into output values
and also permits focus upon the incremental relation between production and contribution margins.
For segment managers, the basic evaluation objective is to measure fulfillment of responsibilities by
relating controllable cost and revenue elements.'
Short -run and long -nun performance margins are
possible gradations of this measurement. These
time - related measurements inject sensitivity into
performance evaluation because of the differences
between discretionary and committed fixed costs.
Controllable fixed costs incurred because of periodic
approval or appropriation decisions (discretionary)
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should be deducted in measuring short -run performance margin and the performance measurement
should exclude costs that are unavoidable or committed for several years. Separate measurements
should apply in evaluating the controllable effects
of short -range and long -range decisions of segment
managers. In Exhibit 1, segment margins for overall divisional performance are measured by ultimately deducting from contribution margin all
separable or traceable fixed expenses. Traceable
fixed costs are directly identifiable with division
activities and are resolved into controllable and
uncontrollable elements with regard to the segment
manager.
Multiple Performance Objectives
Although difficulties arise in identifying separable
and controllable costs,' the purpose of Exhibit 1 is
to illustrate the personal - impersonal and time -oriented aspects of performance evaluation problems.
Segment orientation permits development of performance indicators for products, divisions, and
other organizational sub- entities. Performance evaluation for managers of sub - entities requires measurements which concentrate on factors subject to the
influence and control of these individuals. Therefore, the time dimension of variables affecting performance must be introduced and financial reports
should be designed to facilitate performance appraisal and to address a particular orientation, as
follows:
Orientation

Principal Characteristics

Impersonal

Segments such as organizational units, geographic locations, products
Responsibility and effects of
personal decisions by segment
managers
Results responsive to improvement by modifying recurring
decisions
Results affected by commitments and decisions subject to
infrequent revision

Personal
Short -run

Long -run

Since each orientation has interface with the
others, the relationships among these attributes
should be considered in designing financial reports
for specific perfomlance evaluation objectives.
Designing Performance Evaluation Reports
Establishing effective performance evaluation
aided by financial reports is a cooperative accounting management project. Internal financial statements
should correspond with basic control objectives.
Management must identify the responsibility areas
and impersonal segments for which revenues, expenses, and other quantitative measures are relevant. For personal orientation, integration of re'Se e William L. Ferrara, "Direct Costing vs. Responsibility A c counting—Is There a Conflict ?" M A N A G E M E N T A c c o v N T I N G , June
1967.
'For extended discussion of controllable cost identity, see Mitchell
H. Raibom, "Development of Cost Controllability Concept,"
Managerial Planning, May /June 1970, pp. 23 -29.
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of measured performance and related expectations.
Performance measurement is therefore fundamental.
Measurement techniques will logically concentrate
upon certain of these variables:

Exhibit 1
DIVISION OPERATING RESULTS
CURRENT PERIOD
Thousands
of dollars

$

$

$

$

$

$10,000

$

Revenues
Less variable expenses:
For manufact uring
Production margin
For di st ributi on
Cont ributi on mar gin
Less traceable fixed expenses:
Subject to division control:
Discretionary fixed expenses
Short -run performance margin
Committed fixed expenses
Long -run performance margin
Not subj ect to division control:
Discretionary fixed expenses
Short -run segment margin
Committed fixed expenses
Long -run segment margin

3,000
7,000
2,000
5,000

1,000
4, 000
2,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
500
500

ports for several levels of supervisory responsibility
requires planning. Guidelines for the design of
suitable financial statements are essential to the
project's success. A basic problem is to identify
segments and managers for which evaluation of
operating performance is desired. To facilitate subsequent report and systems design, there are four
basic guidelines:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Establish desired segmentation
Identify separable and controllable costs
Select desired performance indicators
Relate measured performance to expectations

SEGMENTATION

Segmentation defines sub- entities for which performance- oriented information must be reported.
Segments may consist of product lines, geographic
divisions, customer classes, distribution methods,
sales territories, branches, cost centers, or production departments. When separable revenue and
cost information having particular attributes is prescribed, a segment is thereby identified. Accounting systems must be structured to supply information concerning the activities of these sub - entities.
SEPARABLE - CONTROLLABLE COSTS

Separable costs, revenues, and resources are
needed to evaluate the performance of a particular
segment. As a concept, separability involves the
direct or traceable financial attributes of a sub entity. Avoidable costs and cost allocation are typical accounting problems associated with implementing this concept. Secondary classification then
identifies the financial attributes controllable by
individual segment managers. Cost studies to establish separable- controllable classifications bear directly upon the interface of impersonal - personal
orientation.
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Performance evaluation requires the interrelation
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/AUGUST 1971

RESULTS ACHIEVED In terms of sales, units produced, orders booked, and similar aspects of
output or accomplishment
EFFORT EXPENDED in terms of input factors,
such as machine hours, labor hours, customers
contacted, miles driven
COSTS INCURRED in terms of period costs and
capitalized costs incurred to support current
efforts and provide future capabilities
RESOURCES EMPLOY ED In terms of personnel,
physical and monetary measures of capacity
and relative ability to generate results

"Performance
evaluation... is
the process of
interrelating
expectations
and actual
operating
results."

As indicators of performance potential, these four
variables can be arithmetically manipulated to produce measures of profitabilitv, productivity, and
efficiency. Relative emphasis of various performance
indicators, individually or in combination with
others, is an important management decision. To
avoid the undesirable consequences of emphasizing
one facet of results, effort, costs, or resources, multiple or composite indicators may then become
necessary.{
PERFORMANCE \'S. EXPECTATIONS

Comparing pleasured performance with previously
established expectations pen-nits conclusions as to
the quality of operating results. Standard costs,
flexible budgets, sales quotas, and similar criteria
constitute the set of expectations or desired performance levels. Financial reports should exhibit
these comparisons and present analytic and diagnostic commentary to facilitate interpretation. Variances must be explained, differences reconciled,
effects associated with causes, and understanding
of reports ,promoted by seminar presentations when
warranted. Actions founded on performance evaluation tools are then management responsibilities.
Conclusions
Performance evaluation, the core of management
planning and control, is the process of interrelating
expectations and actual operating results. To generate satisfactory financial reports for this purpose,
information needs must be specified and a management reporting system structured accordingly.
Management reporting systems should distinguish
several performance evaluation objectives. Performance of a manager should be considered separately
from the overall performance of a sub -entity which
lie operates. Personal orientation (responsibilities)
and impersonal orientation (segments) require different measurement techniques, and short -run and
long -run time dimensions also apply to these dif.
ferent orientations. Finally a review is also needed
to determine that the system encourages evaluation
once performance has been measured.
'Adverse effects of control are discussed in V. F. Ridgway,
Dysfunctional Consequences of Performance Evaluation," Administrative Science Quarterly, September 1956, pp. 240 -247.
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POST - AUDITING THE
CAPITAL INVESTMENT
DECISION
Post - Auditing the Capital Project Produces Variance Feedback
for Estimators of Original Costs and
Helps Decision - Makers Decide
Whether or Not to Continue the Project

By Carl F. Hicks, Jr., and L. Lee Schmidt, Jr
Existing literature in the area of capital budgeting
is replete with discussions and presentations of the
various mathematical and statistical techniques available for determining the investment decision, but
yields very little of a descriptive nature concerning
the post-auditing phase. Common to most discussions of the post - auditing phase, however, are the
three problem areas presented below.
Problem Areas
The first problem area concerns the "project versus period" controversy which can perhaps be summarized by quoting a recent report on the debate.
"Many companies have used the discounted cash
flow (DCF) technique to select capital projects and
the accounting rate of return (financial statement
method) to compare the actual results with the
estimated." 1 In other words, if a capital project is•
selected on the basis of a DCF rate of return, then
to appraise the project on a "period" basis (financial statement method) is to compare unlike items.
In this paper, both the pre - investment and post audit measure will be in terms of a DCF technique
on a project basis.
The second problem area to be discussed is the
utilization of DCF as an audit measure. The question here is whether one must wait until the end
of the life of a capital project to audit it, or whether
one may audit periodically during the project's life.
In other words, if an investment has a DCF rate
of return of 10 percent for the life of the project,
"Return on Capital as a Guide to Managerial Decision," NAA
Research Report X35 ( September 1959) , pp. 72 -73.
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then each year the investment will (under certainty)
earn 10 percent on the capital invested during that
year. We feel that this method of defining the DCF
rate of return is considerably more useful, and it
will be the definition used in this article.
T11e third problem area granted considerable
space in the literature, and the final one considered
here, is the problem of cost. When other obstacles
have been swept away, skeptics of the post - auditing
concept usually raise the question of cost. Naturalh,
the one basic question that must be answered is
whether the benefits to be derived from conducting
a post -audit will justify the cost to do so.
The Post-Audit System
This study concerns itself with the post- auditing
phase of the capital budgeting process. The assumption is made that projects have been selected
by the discounted cash flow (DCF) rate of return
method in comparison with some given cut -off or
hurdle rate and, as a limiting assumption, corporate income tax and the tax effect of depreciation
will be ignored. A most important assumption, also,
is that all investment projects have known salvage
values. In addition, it will be assumed that all cash
flows ate estimated to be the same in each year of
the project. We will, however, not consider the determination of the cost of capital as a cut -off or
hurdle rate for selecting investment projects, nor
the evaluation and selection of investment projects.
Key assumptions in regard to implementation of
this proposed post -audit system are: (1) the facilities of a computer are available, (2) an accounting
system is present such as the "chart of accounts system" whereby data can be collected, stored, and
MA N A G EM E N T AC C OU N TIN G / AU G U S T 1 9 7 1

6732- 563 - 8989.1; which translates into maintenance
expense (6732), Dallas, Texas, maintenance department (563), transmission for truck #8989 (8989.1).
Similarly, a search for results of the entire department would be called for by asking for 6732 -56300000.
In essence the company is able to run a parallel
cost system, one on a period basis, the other on a
project basis. By coding all accounting entries in a
manner similar to the above, the company is able to
maintain cost control on a project basis, and with
proper identification as to the coding of a particular
capital project, relevant accounting data can be retrieved for variance analysis.

retrieved on a unit (project) basis, and (3) a computer program is available to convert accrual data to
a cash basis. These assumptions are necessary to provide the input data in the proper form. That is, cash
flow data on a project basis (as opposed to accrual
data on a period basis) is a must for comparing the
periodic actual rate of return of a project with its
planned (estimated) rate of return.
Twelve Digit Chart of Accounts

In order to obtain output data of the relevant
cash flows on a project basis, the input data must be
entered in sufficient detail. One method of achieving this goal of detailed inputs is to use a twelve
digit numbering system for the chart of accounts
Data Conversion to Cash Basis
that is decipherable. This allows the computer to
Once the relevant accounting data has been rework from a sort pattern in determining the results
of projects rather than calling for a new program trieved, it must be converted from an accrual to a
cash basis so as to be comparable when relating
for appraising each project.
Briefly, the decipherable numbering system works actual cash flows to the planned (estimated) cash
in the following manner. General ledger entries flows. Conversion to cash data can be effectively
are coded using the first four digits, for example, the accomplished by adjusting for the changes in acgeneral ledger summary cash account might be coded counts payable and accounts receivable, and by
as 1000; the account receivables account might be adding back depreciation on a project basis. A
coded as 2000, and so on. Specific location is desig- computerized program can be designed to acnated by the next three digits. For example, 563 complish this task, on a project basis. The comcould signify the Dallas, Texas, maintenance de- puter files ( tapes, discs, etc.) can be designed to
partment. To code the specific unit or project, the maintain a histon• of the offsets to each entry in the
last five digits would be utilized. For instance, accounts payable and accounts receivable accounts.
8989.0 could represent truck #8989; 8989.1 could Both of these general ledger accounts will then conrepresent the transmission for that trick; 8989.2 tain identifiable dollar amounts relating to particular
could represent the engine, and so on for all major units or projects. An adjustment to these accounts
to eliminate the changes in accounts payable and
parts of a particular unit.
As an example in retrieving the relevant data, let accounts receivable by project will yield the data in
us assume we are interested in retrieving informa- cash flow form. Depreciation, of course, must be
tion on maintenance expense for transmission work accounted for on a unit basis. Once the input data
on truck #8989 at the Dallas, Texas, maintenance is converted to the proper form, the procedure can
office. General ledger maintenance expense is coded begin whereby a capital investment project is post 6732. The computer is instructed to search for audited.
Exhibit 1
PLANNED (ESTIMATED) DATA RELEVANT TO
CAPITAL PROJECT #90876
Original investment
Annual cash inflows
Useful life
DCF rate of return
Cut-off rate (for this project)
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$2,991.00
$1,000.00
5 years
20 percent
12 percent

(3)

-

(1) Unrecovered investment beginning of year
(2) Annual cash inflow
(3) Return at 20 percent per year (1) times 20 percent
(4) Amount of investment recovered at end of year (2)
(5) Unrecovered investment at end of year (1) (4)
(6) Estimated salvage value

-

Column Heads:

Year

•

1
2
3
4
5

(1)

$2991
2589
2106
1528
833

(2)
$1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
$5000

(3)

$ 598

=

517
422
305
167
$2009

±

(4)
$ 402
483"
578"
695"
833"
$2991

(5)
$2589
2106
1528
833
0

(6)
$1500
1200
900
600
0

"Just Payback" zero rate of return
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". .. all

projects
are reviewed on
a yearly basis."

Capital Project #90876
Thus far we have taken care of the collection,
retrieval, and conversion of actual data on a project
basis. It is now time to turn our attention to the
suggested form for recording and storing the planned
(estimated) cash flow data for any particular capital
project. In accordance with the assumptions made
above, investment project #90876 was selected on
the basis of a comparison made of its DCF rate of
return with some given cut -off or hurdle rate.
As shown in Exhibit 1, the initial investment in
this project is $2,991.00, with estimated annual
cash inflows of $1,000.00. Useful life of the project
is five years with an estimated salvage value of zero
at the end of year five. The rate of return as calculated by the discounted cash flow (DCF) approach
is 20 percent. As mentioned earlier, if a project
promises a given percentage DCF rate of return,

Exhibit 2
ESTIMATED RELEVANT CASH INFLOWS AND OUTFLOWS
FOR CAPITAL PROJECT #90876 — FIRST YEAR
Sales volume (units)
E st.
150
1500
Sales price (dollars)
E st.
$10

Net cash inflow (year one)
E st.
$1,000

Operating expenses (dollars)
Est .
$300
500
Other expenses — etc. (dollars)
E st.
$200

Exhibit 3
ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL RELEVANT CASH INFLOWS
AND OUTFLOWS FOR CAPITAL PROJECT #90876 —
END OF FIRST YEAR OF OPERATIONS
Sales volume (units)
Est.
Ac t. Var.
150
160
10( F)
1280( U)
Sales price (dollars)
Est.
Ac t .
Var.
$10
$8
$2( U)
Net cash inflow (year one)
Est.
Ac t.
Var .
$1, 000
$702
$298( U )
Operating expenses (dollars)
Est.
Ac t . Var.
_
$300 $388 $88(U )
+
Other expenses — etc. — (dollars)
Est.
Ac t . Var .
$200 $190 $10(F )
Variances:
(F) = Favorable
(U) = Unfavorable
26

578(U)

then each year the investment will (under certaintv) earn that same percentage on the capital
invested daring that year. In the case of Exhibit 1,
column (1) presents the dollar amount of the unrecovered investment at the beginning of each year.
By referring to column (3), one can obtain the return on this invested capital at 20 percent. For example, in the first year, $2,991.00 is invested and
the return at 20 percent is $598.00 as shown in
column (3) . Column (2) refers to the planned
(estimated) cash flows for this particular project.
In arriving at these net cash flows, the estimators
would have to consider various individual relevant
cash inflows and outflows. A partial condensed list
of relevant factors which they would have assumed
for the first year of operations is shown in Exhibit
2.
Going back to Exhibit 1, column (4) presents
the amount of investment recovered at the end of
the year assuming an actual return of 20 percent.
It is calculated by substracting column (3) from
column (2) . Column (5) is the unrecovered investment at the end of the year. It is arrived at by subtracting column (4) from column (1) . Column
(6) is the estimated salvage value.
The assumption is made that all projects are reviewed on a yearly basis, so for purposes of exposition, it shall be assumed that the first year has just
ended. The relevant data for the project has been
retrieved and converted to a cash basis as shown in
Exhibit 3, and the next step in the sequence is to
compare the actual return on investment with the
estimated return on investment. We know from
Exhibit 1, that in order for this particular capital
project to e a r a 20 percent return on invested
capital, it must generate a net cash inflow of $1,000.00 the first year (and all succeeding years) .
If a net cash inflow of exactly $1,000.00 enables
the project to earn a 20 percent return on invested
capital, then it would seem reasonable to believe
that an actual net cash inflow of less than $1,000.00 would yield a return on invested capital of
less than 20 percent. (Similar reasoning can be
applied to the obverse case where a net cash return
of greater than $1,000.00 is received.)
Column (1) of Exhibit 4 contains, for the first
year, the same information as column (1) of Exhibit 1. Column (2) represents the actual cash
inflow for this capital project as generated from the
cash flow conversion program. Column (3) is the
amount of investment that should be recovered at
the end of the year assuming the actual return were
20 percent, as was the case in Exhibit 1, column
(4). Column (4) of Exhibit 4 then is the difference between columns (2) and (3) . It is the actual
cash return on investment.
The next step is to compute the actual rate of
return earned on invested capital. This figure is arrived at by dividing column (4) of Exhibit 4 by
column (1), giving us 10.03 percent. We then
compare the actual return with the estimated return
.2

I

The example uses a revenue generating process for expository
purposes —it could be modified to reflect the cash Bows from
cost savings.
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On Target?
If the particular project being post- audited had
an actual rate of return that was "on target" with
its estimated return, then management and the
estimators would have been informed of this favorable situation. The estimators would then determine if the future cash flow estimates for this
particular capital project were also favorable, in
which case the project's post -audit would be complete and another project could be selected for review. If future estimates were unfavorable, then a
written explanation would be forwarded to the appropriate executive.
In the example under discussion, however, the
actual return was not "on target." The estimated
cash inflow was $1,000.00, yet the actual cash inflow was only $702.00.This difference in cash flows
must be accounted for. The logical thing to do
would be to compare the relevant estimated cash
inflows and outflows of the capital project with the
actual cash inflows and outflows. From this comparison of estimated cash flows with actual cash
flows, variances may be computed. Exhibit 3 presents the individual estimated and actual cash inflows and outflows that combine to vield the net
cash inflow of the particular capital project under
consideration.
Once the variances have been computed, a printout can be generated and a copy sent to the responsible estimator. He would be held accountable
and would have to analyze and explain the reasons
for these variances. At this point, another objective
of the post -audit procedure would be realized; the
estimators would gain some insight into the causes
of the variances and would improve their future
estimates for similar projects.
The estimated first year rate for capital project
#90876 was 20 percent. The cut -off rate above
which this project was originally selected was 12
percent, and the actual rate of return at the end of

Exhibit 4
PLANNED AND ACTUAL CASH FLOW DATA
RELEVANT TO CAPITAL PROJECT #90876 —
END OF FIRST YEAR OF OPERATIONS

Financial Decision Rule
The next step, as shown in Exhibit 3, is to apply
the "financial decision rule" test to the capital
project. However, before applying this test let us
assume that the actual rate of return is acceptable.
What then would be the next step? Two possible
decisions could be made. If the actual return had
been above the cut -off rate, but below the estimated
rate, the project's future estimates would be subject to review. If future estimates of cash inflows
and outflows proved to be satisfactory, then that
project's post -audit would be complete and another
project could be selected for review. If, however,
the future outlook for the estimates were not satisfactorv, then management would be informed of
the specifics for decision- making purposes.
In the case of capital project #90876, the return
was not acceptable, therefore the project's post audit must continue. With reference to Exhibit 3,
we have now arrived at the process block whereby
a current estimate of the project's salvage value
must be obtained. The rationale behind selecting
the salvage value is the fact that if the firm selects to
stay with this project they are implicitly investing
the salvage value. In other words, the salvage value
is the new investment base. Our next task is to
determine the return we shall obtain by implicitly
investing this salvage value for the remaining life
of the project.
In considering this project we know that, if in
the future, the project earns a zero rate of return
on invested capital, it will just recover the initial
investment. In other words, if the investment, as
originally calculated, just pays itself out, it earns
no return. Tile character of these cash flows, under
this assumption, can be obtained from Exhibit 1,
column (4) . The appropriate figures in column (4 )
are those denoted by an asterisk. This payback at
zero rate of return may be designated as "just payback." Implicitly, then, we are assuming that "just
payback" is the worst that can happen. Utilizing
the "just payback" concept, the estimated cash inflows accruing to the implicit investment of the
salvage value are obtained.

if the investment, as originally calculated,
just pays itself
out, it earns no
return."

,

the first year of operations was computed as 10.03
percent. The decision now must be made as to
whether or not the project's actual rate of return
is acceptable. The appropriate decision criterion at
this stage is the relationship between the project's
actual rate of return and the cut -off or hurdle rate.
In this case, the project is not acceptable.

"..

and note the result. From Exhibit 1, the estimated
return of 20 percent is obtained and upon relating
this to the actual return of 10.03 percent, it is immediately evident that this capital project's rate of
return is "off target."

Exhibit 5

Column Heads:
11) Unrecovered investment beginning of year (from
Table 1, column 1)
(2) Actual cash inflow (from accounting tapes)
(3) Amount of investment recovered at the end of
the year if the actual return were 20 percent (from
Table 1, column 4)
(4) Actual cash return investment (2) - (3)

PRESENT VALUE OF "JUST PAYBACK"

Year

Present Value (PV) @12% of the "just payback" figures - $1916.62

1

(1)
$2991

(2)

(3)

(4)

$702

$402

$300
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Annual net inflows
(just payback)
Discount factor @ 12%

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

$483.00
x .893
$431.22

$578.00
x .797
$460.67

$695.00
x .712
$494.84

$833.00
x .636
$529.79

Note: Years 2 through 5 in Table 1 are years 1 through 4 above.
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"The procedure

Present Values

focuses attention

other factors, not covered in the proposed post audit procedure, mast be considered before a final
decision relative to the abandonment of a capital
project is made.
Two of the most important (other) factors that
should be considered are. (1) the probability of
attaining the rcyised future cash flow estimates for
a particular project, and (2) the detailed anakscs
and explanation of all variances. Either of these
two factors could coneciyably modify the final decision regardless of the initial financial decision that
was generated. See Exhibit 6.
As an example of the possible influence of the
otlicr factors presented above, let us assume that in
a given period a particular capital project had an
actual rate of return that was not acceptable, and
that the financial decision was to "get- out." Let us
further assume that upon reviewing the variances it
was discovered that an unfavorable raw materials
price variance was present and that this contributed
Continued on page 32

Tllc objective is to compute and compare the present Value (PV) of the salvage value with the present
value (PV) of the annual net cash inflow of the
"j u s t p a yb a ck " figures. From thi s comp ari son
evolves the "financial decision rule." Exhibit 5 illustrates the computation of this operation. T7Tc
discount figure that is being utilized is 12 percent,
the rate the company could cam if it loaned an
amount in the market.
The present value of the "Just payback" flows,
as computed in Exhibit 5, scans to $1,916.62.
Wh en this figure is compared with the present
value of the salvage value— $1,500.00 —it is seen
to be greater and the financial decision would be
to "stick -it -out" with the project. If, boweyer, the
present value of the salvage value had been greater
than the present value of the "just payback," then
the decision would have been to "get -out" of the
project. However, it should be pointed out that

on projects with
cash returns that
are not on
target."

Exhibit 6

POST — AUDITING THE CA P IT A L I N V ES T M EN T DE C I SI O N

tiT,1R I
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IN SEARCH OF MONEY
The Company's Objectives, Profile History, Backlog,
Personnel and Financial Projections Are the Key
Elements that Must Be Incorporated in the Presentation
that Is Used "In Search of Money"

By Storm A. Allman
Companies or individuals seeking capital must demonstrate to the lender- investor that they know how
to use the money. Unless they plan, and plan well,
they may be met with total indifference despite
their obvious capabilities and financial stability.
Therefore, it is extremely important that a company properly present its image and its goals, and
that it demonstrates to the investing institution its
capabilities for planning, executing, and managing
the business in which it is engaged.
The loan request presentation should be tailored
and organized to meet the needs of the corporation
that is seeking financing. For example, a company
that is seeking working capital would structure its
presentation differently than a company that is
seeking venture capital. The main difference would
lie in the contents of the various sections which are
presented within the body of the proposal. There
are a number of kev elements that must be incorporated in each presentation. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Objectives
Company profile
Company history
Backlog
Company personnel
Financial projections

Each of the kev elements must be thoroughly and
precisely narrated to attract and hold the attention
of the reader. When preparing your presentation
so that it satisfies criteria that you vourself would
want to see. In anv case, there are three "don'ts"
that you should observe: Don't try to "con" investing institutions, don't try to oversell the product,
ind don't exaggerate future operations.
Objectives
It is usually advantageous to state the objectives
of the presentation at the beginning. There are two
thoughts behind this philosophy. First, the reader
is immediately aware of the amount of funds that
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1971

are requested. Second, it does not hold the reader
in suspense until the end of the presentation to
find out the amount of funds desired.
Company Profile
The profile section of the presentation outlines
the existing and the proposed operations of the
company. It describes the operations in detail, discusses the existing market or market potential, and
is intended to form a favorable impression in the
mind of the reader. If the operations are that of a
manufacturing concern, it should describe the manufacturing processes, the location of the manufacturing facilities, and any peculiarities that are identified with the operation. It should also mention
patents that are held, past successes, and where
the operations will be tomorrow.
The profile section is a key part of the presentation. It either develops or detracts from the reader's
interest. This section should not be overly exaggerated or overly optimistic in its forecasts of the
future. It should generally include concise facts
and figures.
One technique found to be extremely helpful
(in the case of an ongoing concern) is the preparation of comparative financial statements and ratios.'
The report should present to the reader prime data
related to the company's operating statements and
balance sheets for two or more years. The data
should also be compared to industry statistics for
the same type and size of operation. It might also
be well to recognize that the investing institution
will, in all likelihood, prepare its own analysis, similar to the one suggested here. Accordingly, it is
advantageous to have the same information that the
institution will make available to itself.

STORM A. ALLMAN
Los Angeles Chapter
1970, is Senior Consultant, Alexander
Grant and Co., CPA's,
Los Angeles. Mr. Allman earned his B.S.
degree at the University of Wisconsin and
is currently working
toward a Masters degree at U.C.L.A.

Company History
A brief history and synopsis of the company's
operations from its inception should also be presented. It should not be lengthy, however, it should
be comprehensive and provide a general outline for
I See Angus McRae, "Credit Review Analysis," MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, June 1971.
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",...one of the
most effective
and successful
means is to provide evidence of
commitments
from future
buyers."

the reader. Sonic of the elements that should be
included in the historical presentation would include a review of the highlights of the operation in
terms of sales, profit and trends. It should bricflv
identify the prime contributing ingredients of its
past growth and success. This approach should
demonstrate a viable working plan which sets realistic objectives that are attainable within the foreseeable future.

Financial Projections

The financial projections consist of three prime
reports that present the planned future operations of the company. The three prime reports
arc the Projected Operating Statement (Exhibit I ),
Projected Cash Flow (Exhibit 2), and Projected
Balance Sheet (Exhibit 3 ) . Each section of the
financial projection should be accompanied by the
necessary narration and supporting schedules that
define the assumptions used in obtaining the figures
presented in the projections.

Backlog

In seeking venture capital, one of the most effective and successful means is to provide evidence of
commitments from future buyers. By substantiating
the prospects of future sales in writing, the chances
of obtaining the necessary capital is greatly enllanccd. Obtaining these commitments in writing,
however, is the kev factor. A commitment letter
from future customers to purchase a specified quantity of a particular product by a specified date can
save many hours of future time and effort.

PROJECTED OPERATING STATEMENTS

If the projected earnings are to include more than
one entity (a consolidated projection of earnings),
detailed earnings projections should be provided for
each entity. ' The Projected Operating Statement,
Exhibit 1, should cover the time span in which the
company is expected to attain its short -range objectives. Unless there are significant reasons to the
contrary, that time span should not be less than
three nor more than five vears. The first vear's
projections should be quarterly and tied directly to
the year's annual budget.

Company Personnel

This section should include a synopsis of the
managing personnel of the company. The highlights of the careers of each of the kev individuals
should be provided for the reader and it should include each individual's academic achievements, professional awards, and experience.

CASII FLOW PROJECTION

The cash flow projection illustrated in Exhibit 2,
indicates the anticipated flow of funds. Note that

Exhibit 1
PROJECTED OPERATING STATEMENT
Assets
Current assets
Cash
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Other current assets
Total current assets
Fixed assets
Land
Buildings
Machinery and equipment
Furniture and fixtures
Subtotal fixed assets
Depreciation
Net fixed assets
Other assets
Total assets

At
1/11/711

1st
Quarter

2nd
Quarter

3rd
Quarter

4th
Quarter

1971

100,000

27,770
54,500
10,000
1,000
93,270

38,705
129,500
20,000
1,000
189,205

48,015
204,500
30,000
1,000
283,515

100,440
289,500
50,000
1,000
440,940

100,440
289,500
50,000
1,000
440,940

100,000

1972

1973

1,530,957
739,500
250,000
1,000
2,521,457

1,318,786
739,500
300,000
1,000
2,359,286

300,000
-0300,000

345,000
-0345,000
11,250
333,750

395,000
5,000
400,000
22,875
377,125

445,000
10,000
455,000
34,875
420,125

495,000
15,000
510,000
47,250
462,750

495,000
15,000
510,000
47,250
462,750

495,000
55,000
550,000
101,326
448,674

100,000
160,000
515,000
75,000
850,000
177,917
672,083

400,000

5,000
432,020

5,000
571,330

5,000
708,640

5,000
908,690

5,000
908,690

5,000
2,975,131

505,000
3,536,369

18,000

36,000

52,000

11,406

79,676

147,946

150,000
150,000

29,406
142,500
171,906

115,676
135,000
250,676

199,946
127,500
327,446

65,000
2,000
249,644
1,000
317,466
120,000
437,466

65,000
2,000
249,466
1,000
317,466
120,000
437,466

260,000
2,000
1,081,357
1,000
1,344,357
90,000
1,434,357

260,000
2,000
603,045
1,000
866,045
60,000
1,926,045

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000
400,000

10,114
260,114
432,202

70,654
320,654
571,330

131,194
320,654
708,640

221,224
381,194
908,690

221,224
471,224
908,690

1,290,774
1,540,774
2,975,131

2,360,324
2,610,324
3,536,369

300,000

Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Income tax liabilities
Other current liabilities
Total current liabilities
Long -term debt
Total liabilities
Stockholder's equity
Common stock
Paid in excess of par
Retained earnings
Total stockholder's equity
Total liabilities and equity
30
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Exhibit 2
PROJECTED CASH FLOW
2nd
Quarter

3rd
Quarter

4t h
Quarter

1971

1972

1973

Cash at beginning of period
Earnings before taxes

100,000
21,520

27, 770
128,810

38, 750
128,810

48,015
191, 550

100,000
470, 690

100,440
2,275, 640

1,530, 957
2,275,640

Additions to cash
Depreciation
Increase in payables
T otal additions
Total cash available

11,250
18, 000
50,770
150, 770

11,625
18, 000
158, 435
180,205

12, 000
16,000
156, 810
195,515

12,375
16,000
219,925
267.940

47, 250
68,000
585,940
685,940

54, 076
195, 000
2,524,716
2,625, 156

76, 591

54, 500

75,000

75,000

85,000

289,500

450, 000

45, 000

45,000
10,000
7,500

45,000
10, 000
7,500

45, 000
10,000
7, 500

-010, 000

-010, 000

-020, 000

180,000
30,000
30,000
5,000
-050, 000

40, 000
30, 000
-0374,199
200,000

1,000
123,000

147,500

147,500

167,500

1,000
585,500

1,094,199

40, 000
30,000
-01,684,402
50,000
100,000
160,000
500,000
2,564,402

Cash at end of period

27, 770

38, 705

48,015

100, 440

100,440

1,530,957

1,218, 786

Increase or (decrease)

(72,230)

10, 935

9, 310

52, 425

440

1,430,517

1st
Quarter

2nd
Quarter

3rd
Quarter

4t h
Quarter

1971

1972

1973

109,000
-0-0-0109,000

327, 000
-0-0-0327, 000

327,000
-0-0-0327,000

327, 000
133,000
-0-0460, 000

1,090, 000
133,000
-0-01,223, 000

1,090,000
665, 000
1,372,000
1,689,500
4,816,500

1,090,000
665, 000
1,372,000
1,689,500
4, 816, 500

36, 000
2,500
3,700
42,200
66, 800

108, 000
7, 500
11, 250
126,750
200, 250

108,000
7,500
11, 250
126,750
200,250

154, 000
10, 000
15, 000
179,000
281,000

406,000
27,500
41, 200
474,700
748,300

1,580,000
75, 000
112, 500
1,767, 500
3, 049, 000

1,580, 000
75, 000
112,500
1,767, 500
3,049,000

10, 900
3,000
3,380
17, 280

32, 700
3,000
7,740
43, 440

32,700
3,000
7,740
43,440

46, 000
3,000
10, 400
59,400

122,300
12, 000
29, 260
163,560

481,650
24, 000
101,130
606,780

481, 650
24, 000
101,130
606, 780

9, 000
6, 900
1,250
1,500
5,600
24,250
41, 530
25,270
3,750
21, 520
11,406
10, 114

9, 000
6, 900
1,250
1,500
5,600
24,250
67, 690
132,560
3,750
128,810
68,270
60, 540

9, 000
6, 900
1,250
1,500
5,600
24, 250
67,690
132,560
3,750
128,810
68,270
60,540

9, 000
6,900
1,250
2,250
6, 900
26, 300
85,700
195,300
3,750
191, 550
101,520
90,030

36,000
27, 600
5,000
6,750
23, 700
99, 050
262, 610
485,690
15, 000
470,690
249,466
221,224

72, 000
27, 600
5,000
12,000
34, 980
151, 580
758,360
2,290, 640
15, 000
2,275, 640
1,206, 090
1,069, 550

72, 000
27, 600
5,000
12,000
34, 980
151,580
758, 360
2,290, 640
15, 000
2,275, 640
1,206, 090
1,069, 550

7,500
5,000
-010, 000

2,352, 231
3,883, 188

-0-

(312,171)

_

Decreases in cash
Increase in receivables
Increase in fixed assets
Molds
Machinery and equipment
Payment of loans
Organization expenses
Payment of income taxes
Increase in inventory
Land purchase
Building purchase
Other payments
Total disbursements

_

1st
Quarter

Exhibit 3
PROJECTED BALANCE SHEET

Sales
Product A
Product B
Product C
Product D
Total sales
Cost of sales
Material
Labor
Overhead
Total cost of sales
Gross profit
Operating expenses
Selling expenses
Commissions
Salaries
Selling overhead
Total selling
Administrative expenses
Salaries
Facilities expense
Taxes (bus. and R.E.)
Utilities
Other administrative
T otal administrative
Total operating expenses
Oper ating pr ofit
Other expenses
Net profit bef ore t axes
Provision for taxes
Net prof i t
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a

"An orderly,
well developed
plan will go
...
long way in
insuring its
success."

the "total additions to cash" includes the earnings
before income taxes and tax payments are shown
in the period in which they are actualh• paid. Thus,
the total additions to cash are identified by the
period in which they occur.
PROJECTED BALANCE SLIEET

The amounts illustrated on the Projected BalInventory balance =

Current year ending inventory
Current annual cost of sales X Projected cost of sales

Accounts receivable balance =

Accounts payable balance =

ante Sheet, Exhibit >, must be traceable through
either the cash flow or the earnings projections. It
is important to specify the basis for the increases or
decreases in accounts receivable and accounts payable. A commonly used method for computing
balances for inventories, accounts receivable, and
accounts payable at the end of any given period is to
use ratios of the current year's activity as follows:

Current vear ending accounts receivable
X Projected sales
Current annual sales

Current year ending accounts payable
X Projected cost of sales
Current annual cost of sales

OTHER DATA

Conclusion

Items that have been omitted should be duly
noted in narration provided with the appropriate
exhibit. An example might be anticipated, but
undefined stock option or retirement plan that is
to be implemented by the corporation at some
future date, and the conceptual basis under which
the intangible or undefined compensation is computed should be identified.
In some instances, it may be necessary to include
a section on corporate planning and marketing to
precede the financial projections section of the
presentation. These sections are more critically
needed when seeking venture capital, inasmuch as
a viable, clear thinking, managerial concept must be
demonstrated by the key personnel of the company.

The object of the presentation is to inform the
investing or lending institution of the criteria which
have been set forth by management to meet company objectives. The long range objectives should be
narrated in the body of the corporate planning
section of the presentation and the short range
objectives should be tied to the financial projections.
The presentation should be properly bound. It
should include comparative financial statements,
projected operating statements, projected cash flow,
engineering feasibility studies (if appropriate) and
current sales exhibits as well as commitment letters
for future purchase orders. An orderlv, well developed and competently delivered plan will go a long
way in insuring its success.

POST - AUDITING THE CAPITAL INVESTMENT DECISION
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Continued from page 28

Conclusion

significantly to the poor performance of the project.
Further analysis might show that a crippling supplier strike caused a shortage of supply, thus raising
the price the company had to pay. If this were the
case, and if the strike had terminated, and if it
were anticipated that future cash flows would be
similar to those originally estimated, then the final
decision could very well be to "stick -it- out."
The last step is to inform management of the
financial decision. At the same time, the estimators
should present management with detailed written
explanations of all variances, and a revised estimate
of cash flows for the project. With this information,
plus other data he might want to accumulate, the
manager will be in a relatively better position to
snake his final decision.

The procedure outlined in this article is illustrated in Exhibit 6. It in no way solves the problem
of estimating future cash flows for capital investment projects. However, it does focus attention on
capital investment projects with cash returns that
are not on target with the originally estimated returns. It is anticipated that this concentration on
variances would, in some manner, assist the estimators in making their future estimates "more accurate." The analvsis of variances should prove useful in the sense that it will force the estimators to
question the assumptions upon which their future
estimates are made. In this connection, it is conceivable that sensitivity analysis could be incorporated into the estimating phase of the capital budgeting process, which in turn could be tied in with
the procedure as outlined above.
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ACCOUNTING FOR THE
NOT - FOR - PROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS
For Purposes of Accounting, the Not - for - Profit Organization Is
Envisioned as an Activity or Function - Oriented Un i t

By Sister Mary F. Strecker
The type of accounting used by government agencies and institutions operating on a not -for -profit
basis has its foundation in fund theory. The basic
concept of fund theory has been defined as, "a
sum of money or other resources segregated for the
purpose of carrying on specific activities or attaining certain objectives in accordance with special
regulations, restrictions, or limitations, and constituting an independent fiscal and accounting entitv."' Such an accounting entity need not be one
which seeks only to operate on nonprofit principles.
It may be an individual, a partnership, a legal corporation or a consolidated group engaged in profit
seeking. Under the entity theory applicable to corporate structure and extended to include partnerships, the firm is viewed as a legal person. In
governmental or nonprofit institutional structures
the organization is envisioned as an activity or
function - oriented unit for the purposes of accounting. The various assets and related liabilities are
grouped by fund according to their specific operational function. Each fund is by its very nature a
separate and complete entity.
Another aspect of fund accounting is that there
is no owner equity. The equity of the institution,
considered in total, is in the nature of a public
trust and total equity must be equal to the total
amount of assets. The assets in a particular fund are
to be utilized by those entrusted with the fund to
carry out the specific functions, activities, or purposes of the fund. Because of this fact the accounting must be of a fiduciary type.
In fund theory, assets are representative of
prospective services and liabilities represent restricI

Eric L. Kohler, A Dictionary for Accountants, 3rd ed.. Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1963, p. 224.
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tions against those assets. Those contributions not
specifically restricted are accounted for in a current
nonrestricted operating fund, but they are indirectly
restricted by the very nature of the fact that they
are to be used in carrying out the purpose of the
specific organization.
Fund theory is not related to profit- making which
is normally the sole purpose of a business activity.
Neither is it bound up with specific attitudes and
problems of valuation as must of necessity be the
case with proprietary interests. Only operations,
functions, or activities of funds are presented in
not - for -profit accounting. Thus, the financial statements of nonprofit organizations may be viewed as
statistical summaries of the sources and applications
of the various funds.
The areas of nonprofit activities include govemmental, educational, institutional, religious, charitable, and foundations. Under a fund concept the
equality of debits and credits is maintained because
the difference between revenue and expense must
be either distributed in financing transactions or
retained. Most nonprofit organizations have a corporate structure and have basically the same general
legal powers as a commercial corporation: they may
act under a corporate name; obtain, retain, and
dispose of property both personal and real; borrow
money and incur other liabilities; and enter into
valid contracts. From an accounting point of view,
however, thev differ substantially from a profit -type
endeavor. \Vhile many commercial accounting procedures are applicable, the basic principle of profit
motive is absent.
It should be pointed out that the term nonprofit
is often misleading. Organizations so categorized
have as their objective the furnishing of services of
some type on a no- profit, no -loss basis. Operational efficiency coupled with a compliance with
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Carondelet, St. Louis,
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"...the basis [of
fund theory] lies
in an accountability concept
or that of a
public trust."

legal and other restrictions are the basic premises of
accounting for these institutions.
Fund accounting while used extensively in governmental and not - for -profit enterprises is not
confined exclusively to these organizations. Fund
accounting also has a place in many corporations
where separate accountability is necessary for reporting on the activities of a sinking fund, a trust,
or an estate.
Functional Accounting
When a system of fund accounting is employed,
the area of interest covered by a set of financial accounts is not dependent upon the legal pattern of
the organization. The basis of accounting under a
fund theory is neither proprietary nor corporate.
Rather, the basis lies in an accountability concept
or that of a public trust.
The accounting interest is functional and the
accounts are set up in a functional arrangement.
As stated in the preceding paragraph the area of
interest is not dependent upon the legal structure,
instead the area of interest depends upon the activities or the functions engaged in by the organization under consideration. Because the particular
organization is dependent upon contributions from
a variety of sources to enable it to meet its operational costs, it is in the nature of a public trust —
accountability is to the public in general. The not for- profits in order to make their functions understandable to the public should report expenditures
in terms of programs and projects and not in terms
of salary, rent, telephone, etc. It is in functional
reporting that the public is better able to judge
the propriety of expenditures.
Restricted Gifts
Not - for -profit organizations are faced with the
special problem of receiving and accounting for
gifts. These gifts may be divided into two categories, restricted and non - restricted. A restricted gift
is one upon which the donor places certain limitations. Definite steps must be taken to carry out
precisely the terms of the limitations to which
these resources may be used. Money and property
received from a particular source, and restricted to
a particular purpose must be segregated from all
other resources to insure its use for the specified
purpose only. These funds must not be commingled
with any other funds. Once a restricted gift is accepted its designation cannot be changed except
through favorable legal decision.
Not all funds received by these organizations are
restricted. The use of the unrestricted gifts and
grants is determined by the governing board. Once
determined by the board, these funds may be redesignated for some other purpose simply by action
of that same board; this does not involve legal
action as in the case of changing a donor - restriction.
Not - for -profit boards must know what restrictions they can change. There is no justification
whatever for administrators to put funds clearly
restricted by the donor into a restricted fund different from that specified. For example, monies
clearly received for a scholarship fund have been
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known to be sidetracked into a restricted building
fund when the administrator could not obtain the
governing board's approval to build until a specified amount was in the building and equipment
fund. Because of the nature of restricted funds,
this is a legal problem as well as an ethical one.
When funds are needed for new types of services,
boards must be able to determine if such funds
are available. The public wants to witness a relevancy in the nonprofits, and their benefactions will
go to those organizations which maintain an image
of relevancy and responsiveness.
Financial Statements
THE BALANCE SHEET

The financial statements produced under the
fund theory are not oriented to a specific group of
equity holders; they are rather, produced to provide
information to the public in general. The nonprofit
institution's financial statements should be so structured that interested readers may ascertain whether
a given fund is restricted by donor or expendable
within the discretion of the governing board.
By segregating all of the fixed assets and the related liabilities and equity from the general fund,
and by establishing a separate fixed asset fund
(commonly designated as the plant fund), management can show a separation between resources
available and used for appropriations or expenditures and the transactions affecting these fixed
assets. Frequently such agencies also carry such
discretionary funds as fixed asset replacement funds,
custodian funds, and quasi- endowment funds.
The balance sheet resulting from fund separation
will in reality be a series of balance sheets showing
the resources, obligations and surplus by fund or
by fund group. It will not be a single statement
such as those which are prepared for a business
corporation. For instance, the assets, liabilities, and
equity are not shown in total as a single item.
Rather, each balance sheet in the series will separately reflect the financial position of the fund or
group of related funds which it represents.
OTHER STATEMENTS

All other financial statements, too, will be separated into categories by fund. Each fund is an accounting entity having its own set of balanced
accounts. In the statements of the nonprofit organizations, terms having specific connotations
when employed by a commercial enterprise, such
as "statement of operations," "statement of fin income and expense," or "statement of profit and
loss" should be carefully avoided. If a hospital or
any other organization wishes to report on "operating results" as contrasted to the "changes in funds"
basis appropriate to most nonprofit organizations,
it is suggested that they adopt principles of fund
accounting only with respect to those funds previously indicated as mandatory funds. The statement of changes in fund balances should set forth
the resources received during the report period with
such subdivisions as will make the statements
meaningful.
The revenues section might include such items
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1971

AUDITING
By definition, restricted funds are those that have
been restricted by outside donors or external agencies, as to their use. Internally designated funds
are not restricted funds in the formal or legal sense
of the term and this distinction must be clear and
consistently followed. In 1960 the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) issued a statement on the application of statements,
No. 28, titled Special Report. With respect to educational institutions, page 45 states that "the use
of accounting procedures recommended by the
American Council on Education, though differing
in some respects from those generally followed by
business enterprises organized for profit, should
not be the cause of a qualification of the auditor's
opinion." 2
With respect to statements of educational institutions which conform substantially with the
accounting procedures recommended by the American Council on Education, the opinion expressed
by the independent auditor should indicate that
the statements present fairly financial position and
results of operations in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles. When municipalities and hospitals follow their standard manuals,'
the above provision as to fairness of financial
statements is also applicable. Special Report (No.
28) also lists numerous examples of specific types
of opinions to fit several types of statements applicable to other types of nonprofit agencies.
Acceptable principles of financial reporting for
the nonprofit institutions may differ from the principles appropriate to commercial enterprises. The
auditor's standard short form opinion should be so
adapted as to indicate that the principles used are
those appropriate to an organization reporting on a
fund basis. Howard A. Withey* has suggested the
following form.
"We have examined the balance sheet of
ABC College as of June 30, 1970 and the
related statements of changes in funds for
the year then ended. Our examination was
See Howard A. Withey, "Financial Reporting for Nonprofit
Organizations," Journal of Accountancy, December 1987, Vol.
124 No. 8, p. 41.
8 1. host Fi ndi ng and Rat e Set t ing for Hospitals, American HosVtal Assoc., 1988
2. Uniform Chart of Accounts and Definitions, revised ed.,
American Hospital Assoc., 1981
S. Municipal Finance Administration, 8th ed., International
City Managers' Assoc. 1982
4. Carl H. Chatters and Irving Tenner, Municipal and Government Accounting, Prentice -Hall, 1947.
Op. Ci t. p. 52.
I
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made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards, and accordingly included
such tests of the accounting records and such
other auditing procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.
"In our opinion, the accompanying balance
sheet and statement of changes in funds present fairly the financial position of ABC College at June 30, 1970 and the changes in its
resources for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles appropriate for nonprofit organizations reporting on a fund basis applied on
a consistent basis."
(The footnotes might include a statement
such as:)
"ABC College is a nonprofit organization
which follows the practice of reporting on
the use of resources by specific fund groups.
On the basis of these practices certain fixed
asset acquisitions have been charged as a use
of unrestricted current funds and related as`_ sets added to the equity in plant facilities."

"A full accrual
basis should be
employed in
fund
accounting.
„

as funds from public support, funds from governmental support, appropriations from other funds,
income from investments, services rendered. The
expenditure section, on the other hand, might be
broken down into categories of operational recurring outlays, major capital outlays, and appropriations to other funds. The expenditure section should
of course, be in a form which is meaningful to the
reader. The net fund change on a "statement of
changes in fund balances" is the difference between
the funds received, categorized by fund group, and
the aggregate expenditures and appropriations.

The fairness of financial statements is the object
of financial reporting. Stewardship is the basis of
financial reporting for the not - for - profits. Stewardship reporting as regards fairness of presentation
would seemingly require a public report on the use
of specific funds in the event that such resources
were subject to external restrictions. To achieve
proper stewardship reporting, due to the problem
of restrictions, various types of resources must be
divided into classes and accounted for by fund or
fund group. Here again it is imperative to distinguish as to whether these funds are donor - restricted
or merely board designated.
Accrual Accounting
A full accrual basis should be employed in fund
accounting just as it is employed by profit - making
firms. Fixed assets should be listed on financial
statements on some meaningful basis of valuation,
preferably on an historical cost basis. An area in
which much misunderstanding arises in institutions
is that regarding the problem of recording depreciation. The recording of depreciation does not accomplish a fund for the replacement of fixed assets.
This is one of the areas of greatest confusion in
accounting for the not - for - profits. Depreciation does
not provide for replacement, it is merely an accounting device for charging off portions of historical cost of an asset against the revenues generated from its use. Resources must be set aside if
asset replacement is to be achieved. Such can be
done by board election. Many nonprofits carry an
account "Replacement Fund" to indicate that the
annual depreciation charge is the basis for an allocation from the general fund to a separate replacement fund.
Depreciation accounting in profit - making enterprises is closely related to accounting for those
profits, to taxation, to the determination of earnings
available for distribution in the form of dividends,
etc. Not - for -profit organizations are almost always
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"...the not -forprofit institution seeks to
disclose the
funds entrusted
to it and uses
made of
these funds."

not concerned with these problems relating to
accounting for profits. Because of this the primary
factors of depreciation accounting for business enterprises are not present in colleges, universities, hospitals, and other service and welfare agencies. In
keeping with stewardship accounting, the not -forprofit institution seeks to disclose the funds entrusted to it and the uses made of these funds.
Auxiliary enterprises operated in nonprofit facilities, however, are usually profit- making endeavors.
Often these services such as bookstores, cafeterias,
and snack bars are operated by an outside profit making company. Situations such as these are
presently being scrutinized by governmental units
with an eye to taxation. In an event of auxiliary
enterprises being tax - paving entities, they should
record depreciation on that portion of the plant
and equipment so engaged.
The More Common Funds
For the nonprofit organizations the basic financial
data can generally be reflected in a balance sheet
by fund groups and in the statement of changes in
fund balances. Some of the more common of these
varied fund groups include the following:
ENDOWMENT FUNDS

This class is a capital fund contribution to a
nonprofit organization made with the understanding that only the income of the fund may be expended for general or specific purposes while the
principal must be maintained intact. These funds
should be accounted for separately. The accounting
is much the same as that done by a trustee accounting for a trust principal separate from the expendable resources. True trustee responsibility relates to the cost or fair market value of assets at
date of acquisition and the disclosure of such responsibility is one of the purposes of financial
reporting.
Endowment funds are funds restricted by the
donor, the principal of which must legally be maintained inviolate to conform with the restrictions
placed thereon by the donor or other outside agency
or foundation. While a restricted endowment is an
endowment in which the income is restricted to
a specific purpose, an unrestricted endowment is one
in which the income is unrestricted. An organization cannot endow itself by setting aside surplus
resources and calling such resources "endowment."
But commingling does happen and in this event
each individual fund participating in the total
should be assigned shares so that income may be
properly apportioned and categorized. This, too,
enables the ready determination of the present
equity value of any specific fund within the merged
group of related funds. Investment income should
be apportioned currently.
When an organization has received a number of
such funds it is customary to report these on group
totals unless so prohibited by the gift instrument
or restricted by local law. It is also common practice
to merge investments of like kind. Here again it is
important to know the use of the income from
these investments. Some segregation is essential if
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the income is also restricted and cannot be used
for the general purposes of the organization. Other
complications may arise from clauses which terminate restrictions at a future date or a specific event
in time, thus rendering the fund expendable for
general operations. Endowment funds should never
be commingled with board - designated funds.
ANNUITY AND LIFE INCOME FUNDS

It is common practice for donors to transfer resources to a nonprofit organization under terms by
which the organization will pay to the donor or to a
designated person or persons for a specified period,
often lifetime, a given annuity. This category of
funds must be maintained apart from all other
funds. It should also be separately reported on
financial statements. Again, merging like funds is
a common practice. Upon termination of the restriction of annuity and life income funds these
monies should be transferred out of this category _
into another appropriate fund group.
RESTRICTED EXPENDABLE FUNDS

This group differs from the endowment fund in
that both principal and income are expendable by
agreement for a specified purpose. As we will recall
from above an endowment fund by its nature as
such calls for spending only the income and continued investment of the principal. The uses of
these restricted expendable funds are as numerous
as the organization's needs; the main concept here,
though, is the fact of entire expendability according to agreement by the benefactor. For financial
reporting, those resources expendable for fixed
assets and plant additions are usually distinguished
from those expendable for restricted operating purposes. Other types of current general income often
find their way into this category without any real
accounting or legal justification.
DEBT RETIREMENT FUNDS

These types of funds arise from indebtedness involving the establishment of a sinking fund for
debt retirement. Here it is probably safe to say that
any health, education, or welfare agencv that has
had government loans for construction, has such a
fund. Many of these government loans for construction have been written for a 40 year life, so
this fund is with us for some time vet to come. The
interest rates on these loans are usuallv very nominal
(about 3 percent) and the organizations are in no
hurry to retire them as long as interest rates remain
in excess of the negotiated level.
THE CURRENT OR GENERAL
OPERATING FUND

This is the operating fund of the particular institution. It contains monies for immediate and unrestricted use. Student tuition and fees or hospital
charges paid are examples of revenue arising in the
current fund. Portions of this unrestricted operating
fund may however be used for a particular project
that the governing board elects. This can be
achieved by a reservation of the current general
Continued on page 40
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COST ACCOUNTING AND
CONTROL FOR
MINING COMPANIES
Why Did Costs Increase?
Was the Mining Performed Efficiently?
What Can Be Done to Improve Results?

By Emil J. Durik
Coal mine accounting has not developed to the
extent that accounting has in other industries.
Usually, mining expenses are accumulated and the
costs per ton are calculated on a monthly and year to -date basis as shown in Exhibit 1. Current costs
per ton arc then compared with those for the prior
period. However, per ton mining costs alone are
not adequate for the purpose of answering the following questions:
1. Why did costs increase or decrease?
2. Was the mining performed efficiently?
3. What can be done to improve results?
Since costs per ton are affected greatly by the
tonnage mined, they can fluctuate widely and trends
may be hard to see. For instance, when costs increase, the remedy has been to produce more tonnage and to cut spending on such things as repairs
and maintenance, by foregoing capital expenditures,
by eliminating usual dead work, by breaking cycle
and mining easy coal, and by holding invoices at
the mine office.
Standards
While these actions do reduce total and per ton
costs in current months, they do not solve the basic
problems. Current months will look better, but the
unsolved problems and the shortcuts eventually
catch up and adversely affect later months. A better
method is to pin -point the real problems and to
systematically solve them by developing and using
standards. This is common practice in manufacturing and can be applied equally well in mining. In
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1971

mining, standards will help to accomplish the following:
`They will provide unbiased, supportable guidelines for measurement, control and comparison
of section performance.
They will provide unbiased, supportable guidelines for evaluation of present methods and
procedures and for showing effects of changes
in these methods and procedures.
They will provide unbiased, supportable guidelines for evaluating effects of modification or
upgrading of equipment.
They will aid in establishing projcet priorities.
They will aid in establishing the potential of
any equipment, systenl or crew set -up.
They will encourage accurate reporting.
Before starting to use standards for pin- pointing
and solving problems, some preliminan work must
be done. The standards should be developed for all
mine sections and the figures used in computing
the standard should be recorded as shown in the
Data Sheet, Exhibit 2. This data should be given
to all mine foremen and be discussed with them.
They should be aware of the figures that were used
in determining their standard production rates.
Any figures disputed by the mine foremen should
be resolved and the standard production rate should
be agreed upon. A new rate should be developed
when warranted.

EMIL J. DURIK
Pittsburgh Chapter
(Harrisburg 1965), is
Controller of Homestead Hospital, Homestead, Pa. He has previously been active as
a cost accountant and
has also had some experience in the coal
mining industry. Mr.
Durik, a CPA, received
his B.B.A. degree from
the University of Pittsburgh. He received a
Certificate of Recognition for this article
(1970 -71).

Evaluation and Measurement
After the rates are determined and agreed upon,
evaluation and measurement can begin. Crew performance, in most cases, is judged only on the
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"An equitable
method of evaluating section
performance is
by using
standards."

amount of coal loaded; however, tons loaded are
not the best measure of performance. A mine section producing high tonnage can be performing below par while another section with lower tonnage
can be performing above par, considering adverse
conditions or breakdowns encountered. A section
can consistently produce less coal than another but
still be the best after considering all the factors
affecting production.
An equitable method of evaluating section performance is by using standards. A standard is a calculated coal production rate expressed in tons of
coal per mining minute. It is the expected amount
of coal that can be loaded each minute a crew
spends mining coal and can be computed for both
full and short crews. It can be calculated by engineers using time studies, mining plans, observations
of existing conditions in the mine, equipment and
crew size. The performance of one section is illustrated in Exhibit 3. This exhibit covers all operations in one of the mine sections for one week.
The delays and the tonnage loaded are posted daily

from the foremen's reports. The production rate
and available face time are taken from the Data
Sheet. Similar reports would also be prepared for
all other sections in the mine. The combined mine
figures would then be compiled from these weekly
reports. However, figures below line 4 in this exhibit
can be computed as desired -daily or only once at
the end of the week.
The foremen get allowances for only those delays
which are not covered by their standard rate but
which do affect production. The purpose of listing
delays, therefore, is to show the minutes lost from
production time. No attempt is made to list total
machine down - tine. Also, two or more delays which
affect production but which occur at the same time
are listed only once. Excess portal time would be
listed as a delay, and lunch time and service arc
allowed only if production stops. If a section is
running two shuttle cars, the effect on production
must be estimated when one car breaks down, since
production does continue but at a lower rate. Possibly only one third of the actual down -tine should
be allowed as the effect on production.

Exhibit 1

Control Percentages

STATEMENT OF INCOME
LIMA COAL COMPANY

The Section Performance Report (Exhibit 3)
develops three significant percentages for control
which measure all levels of management:

Month ended January 31, 1971
Year -to -date
Pa r t on
Am o unt

Current m ont h
Per ton
Am o unt
Sales

$198, 800

$6.5180)

$592,600

$6.4760)

1. Crew performance
2. Time section is operating
3. Efficiency

Mine cost
T otal labor
Expense authorization
Operating supplies
Maintenance supplies
Power
Depletion
Depreciation
Total mine cost

70,000
4, 000
12,200
10,000
6, 800
900
11,800
115,700

2.258
.129
.393
.323
.219
.029
.381
3.732

207,100
12,000
35,900
29, 500
20,000
2,600
34,700
341, 800

2.276
.132
.395
.324
.220
.029
.381
3.757

14, 900
3,400
4, 400
3,000
1,900
8,000
1,500
37,100

.481
.110
.142
.097
.061
.258
.048
1.197

45,800
10,500
13,800
10, 000
5,900
24, 700
4,400
115,100

.503
.115
.152
.110
.065
.271
.049
1265

Exhibit 2
DATA SHEET
MI N E

L IMA # 1

U N IT

#4066 ( J oy)

30,500
31,000

(1) Computed on tons sold
produced.
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Total tons sold
T otal tons produced

36, 400
4, 500
7,500
300
23, 600
2,400
3, 600
3, 500
11, 300
2,900
10, 900
106,900
563,800
28,800

$

.400
.048
.082
.003
.248
.026
.039
.035
.119
.032
.113
1.145
6.074
.344 ( l )

$

12, 400
1,500
2,500
100
7,700
800
1,200
1,100
3, 700
1,000
3,500
35,500
188,300
10,500

$

W elfare fund
Pension and benefit
Vacation pay
Hol iday pay
Payroll taxes
W orkmen's compensation
Insurance
Taxes
Supervision and clerical
General expense
Mine management
Total other charges
T otal cost
Net prof i t

$

Other charges
.400
.050
.082
.003
.259
.027
.040
.038
.124
.032
.120
1.175
6.197
.315 ( l )

91, 500
91, 000

3 Lt . Mains

F O R E MA N

R.P. Olson

EF F EC T I VE D A T E
3 -1 -71
(Discard sheets prior to this date)
St andard Produc ti on R at e - 1. 60 clean tons
per mining minute

Tipple cost
T otal labor
Expense authorization
Operating supplies
Maintenance supplies
Handling refuse
Power
Depreciation
T otal tipple cost

SEC T ION

This standard is based on the following factors:
1.
2.
3.
4.

T ype of mi ni ng
Loading rate
Shuttle car rate of travel
Car change constant

5. Shuttle car capacity
6. Borer tram
7. Clean -up factor
8. Portal time
9. Available face time
10. T ime at dump
11. Physical conditions

Product ion
1.10 Min, per shuttle car
300 Feet per min.
.25 Min. per change out
.50 Min. per s wit ch out
5.0 Tons
9.5 Feet per min.
-0- Min. per shuttle car
55 Mi n.
425 Min.
1.30 Mi n.
Fair -some variation
Some sulphur -hard
cut ti ng

12. Allowance made for cutting corners
Standard Production Rate above does not include
1. Movina breaker box
2. Cleaning gobbed X -cuts
3. G rading bot tom
4. Building roadways
5.

all other operation costs com put ed on tons
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"Why did costs
change, how
was mining
performed, and
where should
improvements
be made ?"

The crew performance percentage is a measure from continuing. Second, the performance of shift
of the crew's mining efficiency and indicates how number 1 is considerably below that of the other
the crew's actual production compares to its ex- shifts who work with the same equipment and unpected production. This percentage, for which the der the same conditions. The reasons for this
mine foremen are primarily accountable, is com- should be ascertained and corrected. Finally, movputed by dividing the actual tons loaded by the ing delays are shown on several days which could
result from not following the mining cycle. SupStandard (expected) tons.
The percent of time operating compares the ply delays could be caused by lack of planning or
time actually spent mining coal with the total face communications.
The problems affecting production and costs are
time available for mining. While the mine foremen
being
pin - pointed. Tllere is now an answer to the
have some effect on this percentage, they cannot
questions:
"Why did costs change, how was mining
control all delays. This percentage is the prime reperformed,
and where should improvements be
sponsibility of the maintenance foreman and mine
made
?"
superintendent.
The last but most important tiling to do is to
The percent efficiency measures the overall performance of the mine and is affected by both the solve these problems. If the information developed
crew performance and the time operating. (Crew is not used, it is useless to produce it. If the probPerformance times percent of time operating equals lems are not going to be solved, there is no need
percent efficiency.) This percentage measures top to uncover them. The worth of using standards can
management's success in effectively operating the be judged by their ability to point out problems,
while the worth of management is demonstrated
mine.
These percentages can be plotted on graphs or by its ability to produce solutions to the problems.
listed on columnar sheets to better follow their
trend and movements and should be distributed to Conclusion
Current mine accounting does not furnish suffiall persons who need to know.
cient data for adequate control. Standards, similar
Pin - pointing and Solving Problems
to those used in manufacturing industries, should
The value of Exhibit 3 is that it reveals several be developed and used to measure performance and
problems which should be investigated. First, the to indicate problem areas. Efforts can then be better
belt has had recurring delays on four days. This trou- directed to solving these problems in the order of
ble should be corrected quickly to stop the delays their importance.

ACCOUNTING FOR THE NOT- FOR - PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
of another. If at all possible these liquidations
Continued from page 36
definitely should take place prior to a statement date.
surplus, or by advance adjustment of the forthSummary
coming current operating budget.
In summary let us look at a number of characReciprocal Accounts
teristics that are common to the types of organizaEach fund in a nonprofit organization is self - tions which may be included in the not- for -profit
balancing. Because of interaction between the classification. Among these characteristics we find
various funds some specific problems do arise. Fre- that:
quently funds may be temporarily used from the
operating fund to pay small expenses of another 1. A restriction is often placed upon the use of
certain revenues.
fund. This type of transaction gives rise to a special
set of asset /liability accounts (reciprocal accounts); 2. Private ownership of property is not involved.
3. Permanent, income - producing funds are held
the due to /due from group. For example:
as well as expendable funds.
An educational institution has one -half of its
total plant in government financed buildings. All 4. Profit may result but is not distributable for
dividends and accrues only to the benefit of the
revenues from these buildings, of any type whatparticular agency for the continuance of its
soever (cafeteria sales, dormitory fees, bookstore
works; although such agency exists to render
sales, vending machines; depending on the nature
services on a no- profit, no -loss basis.
of the particular building) must be deposited in a
special project revenue fund bank account and all 5. Accountability to the public rather than to a
group of investors is the object of financial reexpenses associated therewith must be paid from
porting of the not - for -profit institutions.
this fund.
6.
Tax
exemption is often characteristic of orLiquidation of these interfund receivables and
ganizations engaged predominantly in fund
payables should take place periodically if possible
accounting.
in order to avoid financing one fund at the expense
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DEVELOPING THE
SELLING PRICE
There Are Many Factors to Be Considered in Arriving at a
Selling Price —the Two Most Important Being Costs and
Management Objectives

Fixed Costs/Year

1. Based on external factors, the sales department
has arrived at a sales forecast in units for the
company s three products (A, B and C).
2. Based on the sales forecast, the budget has been
prepared and the expected future costs have
been arrived at.
3. The objectives are to return a 10 percent profit
on products A and B and a 15 percent profit on
product C before Federal income taxes.
The objective now is to develop factors that can be
applied to the variable manufacturing cost in order
to arrive at a selling price that will yield the desired profit margins. We begin by assembling the
predetermined facts as shown below:

Product A
Product B
Product C
Total

Variable
Total
mfg. cost /unit variable
(dollars)
mfg. cost
10.00
$3,000,000
7.00
1,050,000
8.00
3,600,000
$7,650,000
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$2,200
3,000

725
1,050

$1,975
3,600

$1,775

$5,575

$5,200

$

$

Total
Product
fixed costs
C
2,700
$1,000
390
880
1,320
585

Product Product
to
B
var mfg
A
43.3
38.1
Mfg
12.4
Sell`
12.0
18.0
18.6
Admin
69.1
73.3
Tot F. C.

4,900
7,650

$12,550

Total
Product
C
fixed costs
35.3
27.8
11.5
10.8
16.3
17.3
54.9

64.1

GEORGE E. CUTLER
Waterbury Chapter
1965, is Manager of
Cost Accounting at
Waterbury Companies,
Inc., a subsidiary of
Talley Industries. He
received his education
at Worcester Junior
College, and Quinnipiac College.

To determine the selling price at the desired percent profit, we compute the following:
1. Product A and B sales at 10 percent margin is
equal to the total cost divided by 90 percent.
2. Product C sales at 15 percent margin is equal to
the total cost divided by 85 percent.
The margin (selling price less total cost) is calculated and shown below, in thousands of dollars and
as a percent to variable manufacturing costs:

Variable Manufacturing Costs
Sales
forecast
(units)
300,000
150,000
450,000
900,000

Product Product
A
B
400
$1,300
360
130
195
540
$

$000
Mfg
Sell*
Admin
Fix cost
Var cost
Tot cost

$

There are many factors that must be considered
in arriving at a selling price for a given product.
Some of these factors are external; e.g., trends, fads,
supply and demand, and good old competition. The
internal factors of pricing are based on cost and
management objectives. This report is based on the
internal factors, with the main focus directed toward
developing these factors so they can be applied to
cost data in order to arrive at a selling price that will
vield the desired profit. In the example used here
we will assume the following facts:

%

By George E. Cutler

$000
Sales
Tot cost

Product
A
$5,778
5,200

Product
B
$1,972
1,775

Product Total
C
$6,559 $14,309
5,575
12,550

Margin

$ 578

$ 197

$ 984

$ 1,759

Percent

19.3%

18.8%

27.3%

23.0%

*Exclusive of commissions
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A summary of percentages can now be assembled
as shown below:
Product Product Product
A
B
C
Total
Fixed mfg. costs
43.3
38.1
27.8 35.3
Fixed selling costs 12.0
12.4
10.8 11.5
Fixed admin. costs 18.0
18.6
16.3 17.3
Alargin
19.3
18.8
273 23.0
Total

92.6

87.9

82.2

87.1

"'

"We now have
factors that
when applied to
the variable
manufacturing
cost will produce a 'basic
selling price.

Converting the summary of percentages into
workable factors to apply to variable manufacturing
cost would be as follows:
Product A = 1.926
Product B = 1.879
Product C = 1.822
We now have factors, that when applied to the
variable manufacturing cost will produce a "basic
selling price" with the desired profit margins built
in. However, there is still one element of cost that
has not been considered and that is the commission
expense.
Realizing that not all products sold carry the
sane commission expenses, a table should be developed (see Table 1) of adjusted commission percentages to apply to the "basic selling price" in order to yield a "final selling price" that will yield the
desired profit percentages.
In order to arrive at a "final selling price" that
will yield us the desired profit percentage, we should
construct the table using the following formula:

Cn
Ca= 1 - P - Cn

where:
Ca = Adjusted commission percentage
Cn = Nominal commission percentage
P = Desired profit percentage

Ca

_

Example:
Cn = 5.0%
P = 15.0%
5.0
100.0 - 15.0 -5.0

= 6.25%
If we assemble all our facts together into a profit
and loss statement (see Exhibit 1), we can see that
we will arrive at the desired profit percentage as
stated in our objectives.
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Table 1
ADJUSTED COMMISSION PERCENTAGES

Comm. percentage
to be paid on final
selling price
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0

Adjusted conan percentages
to apply to "basic selling price"
10 ",;, Profit
151/';, Profit
1.12
1.19
2.27
2.41
3.45
3.66
4.65
4.94
6.25
5.88
7.14
7.59
8.43
8.97
9.75
10.38
11.84
11.11
12.50
13.33

Exhibit 1
PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT
PRODUCT C

Sales
Less variable mfg, cost of sales
Mf g, pr ofi t cont ri buti on
Less commissions paid (5% of sales)
Ac t ual pr of it cont ri buti on
Less fixed costs:
Manuf acturing
Selling
Admi nis trat ive
T otal fixed costs
Margin

Am o unt

Percent

6,969,150
3,600, 000
3,369, 150
348, 458
3,020, 692

100.0
51.7
48.3
5.0
43.3

1,000,000
390,000
585, 000
1,975, 000
1,045, 692

14.3
5.6
8.4
28.3
15. 0"

"Objec tive of 15% profit on pr oduct C real ized.
Facts:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Product C only is illustrated.
450,000 units sold (per sales forecast)
5% commission paid on all units sold
Basic selling price arrived at by multiplying variable
mfg. cost (@ $8.00 /unit) by developed factor of
1.822 = 6,559, 200.
5. Commission add on arrived at by multiplying basic
selling price by developed adjusted commission
percentage: 6,559,200 x 6.25% = 409,950.
6. Final selling price = basic selling price plus adjusted
commissi on: 6,559,200 + 409,950 = 6,969,150.

Conclusion
There arc many factors that must be considered
in arriving at a selling price and we must realize
that in real -life situations the final selling prices
arrived at under these conditions may have to be
altered to fit external conditions. However, by assembling the internal cost structure as we have, we
now have a sound footing to work from. Also, because Nvc have separated our fixed and variable expenses we know what the effect will be on our
developed factors if our actual sales differ from our
original sales forecast.
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NEW PRODUCTS AND
THEIR RELATED COSTS
When a New Product Is Contemplated by a Manufacturer,
It Must Progress through Three Stages, Each of Which May
Be Viewed as an Individual Program

By Andrew Imbro
When a manufacturer decides to increase his product line, the added costs become a prime factor. He
must know if lie can manufacture and market his
new product at a profit. In this discussion of related product costs we will show how a manufacturer can process a new product through various
stages of development, analyzing the cost in each
stage and determining whether or not he should
continue on.
Programmed Cost for a New Product
When a new product is contemplated by a manufacturer, it must progress through three stages,
each of which may be viewed as an individual program. In each program the cost is analvzed, and it
then becomes the main determining factor as to
whether or not work on the new product should be
carried further. The relevant program costs may be
classified as follows:
1. Model cost
2. Prototype cost
3. Production cost
MODEL COST

No special allocation of funds is extended for the
model cost, even though it is a formal part of the
program in developing a new product. The reason
for this is that it will fall into the standard product
engineering budget, which is set up yearly for this
purpose. The product would be assigned a project
number and the maintenance cost will be on a time
and material basis. In this wav, Product Engineering can maintain surveillance over its project costs
and determine which projects should be continued
and which should be abandoned. If the product is
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/AUGUST 1971

feasible and appeals to management, a budget can
be allocated for a prototype program.
PROTOTYPE COST

In this phase of product development a formal
budget is planned. This budget will allow for a predetermined quantity of the new product to be manufactured so a marketing survey can be made. Also,
a preliminary production -cost analysis will be made
to secure some insight into manufacturing costs and
profit. If the suryey shows that the product is marketable and an acceptable profit can be obtained,
the final phase is started.
PRODUCT COST

A budget is formed from a more critical analysis
of the preliminary production costs. The bulk of
these costs will be equipment, tooling, facilities,
etc., required to manufacture the product.
The product program is now started and kept
under close surveillance to insure that budgeted
cost is maintained. The early part of this program
is a critical time in the success of the product because if costs increase or the marketing surveys made
earlier prove wrong, the product could be considered to be a failure and it should be removed
from the product line. If the product sells, budgets
are set up; and as the product program advances
through its various phases, previous costs are analyzed to insure financial success.

ANDREW IMBRO
is a Process Engineer,
Remington Electric
Shaver Corp., Bridgeport, Conn., and is
presently on assignment in Germany. Mr.
Imbro holds a B.S. degree from Bridgeport
Engineering Institute.
As this issue was going to press, the Editors were notified that
Mr. Imbro had been
killed in an automobile accident in Germany.

Model Development Program
The initial ideas concerning a new product are
developed by the Product Engineering Department
under its standard operating budget. Since the product may still be in its embryonic stage at this point,
individual costs are not relevant. The product will
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"A master plan
must be
organized..."

be evaluated and if it shows merit, a project number will be assigned to it so cost of development
can be recorded. IIours are the major measure of
that development. They are converted into dollars
which are then deducted from the Product Engineering Department's operating budget.
The first step in the model development program
is a design study to show in greater depth the feasibility of the proposed product. The design study
would include several versions of the product's
mechanical characteristics, e.g., assembly, operation
and appcarancc (shape and color.) These studies
would be submitted to a committee comprised of
manufacturing, engineering and marketing managers. The• can suggest modifications or select
favorable alternatives which would aid in the manufacturing and sales of the product. Models would
be made and a preliminary analysis of costs for both
prototype and production stages would then be
made. The production cost analysis will show cost
of manufacturing the several versions of the product
and their related profits. The cost will be based on
estimates obtained from prior experience or verbal
quotes.

ing. Maintaining close surveillance of cost is important because it will have a direct bearing on the
success of the program and also show the ability of
the project leader to estimate cost.
After the prototype units are manufactured, marketing will begin its evaluation of market potential
and further testing will be done. Also a second
production cost analysis will be made but will be
carried out in more detail than the earlier one.
Tile costs compiled at this point have more meaning than before. Actual quotations have been received and some insight has now been gained from
the prototype run. However, even though actual
costs are known, a time lag has occurred which
could effect equipment and tooling costs, prevailing
iyages and material costs. Therefore, a detailed cost
analysis or estimate of production must be prepared.
These estimates should include tooling and facilities
expenses which have to be itemized and allowed for.
At this point we will have detemained most costs
and our marketing suryeys will have evaluated the
potential for the product at the selected selling
price. Breakcyen and net present value would then
determine the profitability of the new product.

Prototype Program

Production Program

In this phase actual manufacturing is performed
and will show where the problem areas lie. Resolving these problems can have a direct effect on cost.
The reason for this is that material specified may
not be the best when production procedures are
used, or labor may increase, or more costly equipment be required.
The first step in this phase is to form a detailed
budget, which shows how the program is progress-

in this final phase, formal quotations are used to
reanalyze cost, but most important is planning. A
master plan must be organized so that all phases
are keyed in and variances are used to show if the
various departments are operating within the prescribed standards. From this point on, the product
has lost its newness and has become a standard
product, and costs are controlled by the Accounting
Department.

LETTERS to the editor
Continued from page greatest problem with hospital accounting, [is] an insufficient
number of competent accountants." I am prone to wonder,
however, whether the answer to better hospital accounting
is more accountants or whether the present concept of accounting in hospitals has become outdated before it has
been perfected. The average hospital today, both large and
small, is so far from attaining accurate costing of individual
services and the relating of charges to these costs that this
hypothetical goal may, in a practical sense, be unobtainable.
A fresh look at this problem was suggested last year by
Jeff 11. Steinert, currently the Assistant Vice President for
Business & Finance, Duke University Medical Center, and
Past President of the hospital Financial Management Association. In what may appear to be a complete regression
in the science of hospital accounting, lac offered in his article,
"Abolish Cost Finding," Hospital Financial Management,
March 1970, a very persuasive argument that an all - inclusive
per diem should replace the present reimbursement system
which hinges upon cost - related charges. ile points out that
the "cost, inequity, inaccuracv and inconvenience" of cost-
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related charges supports an "a la carte charging system"
which is primarily for the benefit of the small percentage of
the public who have no third party coverage. IIe correctly
observes that "Blue Cross, Medicare, Medicaid, commercial
carriers and the various federal and state government agencies
are collecting their funds on bases that have no relationship
to individual hospital charges." With the apparent inevitability of some type of national health insurance, this line of
reasoning is even more valid.
lIowcyer, my pica is not that we engage in any par ticular type of hospital accounting method but that we
remain open - minded on this matter and continue to search
for a system which tends most to minimize public costs
and Maximize public benefits. Somewhere within the spectrum of detailed cost finding, Nvith its cost - related charges,
and the all-inclusive per diem rate lies the answer.

John Iiansel, Jr.
Controller
Lakeland General IIospital
Lakeland, Fla.
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Books

FOR THE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT

AC C OUN T IN G IN F O RM A TI O N S O URC E S
Rosemary R. Demarest
Gale Research Co., Book Tower, Detroit, Mich., 1970,
420 pp., clothbound, $14.50.
A useful book of reference sources for public accountants
and others, providing current bibliographies of accounting
material by topics and by industry. Supplementary lists of
periodicals, associations, governmental agencies, and tax
practice sources are included, together with a short background of the profession and its rise to the present position.

AC C OUN T IN G ME A S URE M E N T S F O R
FI NA N CI A L REP O RT S
William J. Vatter
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Rd., Homewood, Ill.
60430, 1971, 396 pp., clothbound, $14.00.
This book grew out of a need for the kind of materials that
would serve to bring beginning MBA students (without
previous acquaintance with accounting or accountants) to
a level of reasonable competence in understanding published financial reports. The understandable area of cash
flow is expanded into the more complex statements of
financial measurement.

done, a who should do it, and a why book than a how to do
it book.
CENTRALIZED SYSTEMS
Planning and Control
Adrian M. McDonough
Thompson Book Co., Wayne, Pa. 19087, 1970, 274 pp.,
$12.95.
This book looks anew at the question of centralization and
decentralization of decision - making, with particular attention
to values of computer -based information systems.
FINANCIAL STAT EME NT S OF SMALL
B USINESS
S. B. Costales
Racine Printing of Connecticut, Inc., Danielson, Conn.
06239, 1970, 164 pp., clothbound, $7.50.
It is the purpose of the author to provide an uncomplicated
study of interpreting and analyzing the financial condition of
small and medium sized business concerns.
FINANCIAL MANAGE ME NT

CASH MANAGEMENT AND TH E DEMAND
FO R M O NE Y
Daniel Orr
Praeger Publishers, 111 Fourth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10003,
1971, 212 pp., clothbound, $11.75.
The author explores the practical aspects of asset- management analysis as a means to the improved control of corporate cash balances. He compares the actual cash performance of two firms to hypothetical patterns.
INTRO DUCING CORPO RATE PLANNING
D. E. Hussey
Pergamon Press Inc., Maxwell House, Fairview Park, Elmsford, N.Y. 10523, 1971, 210 pp., clothbound, $7.40.
Author has practiced long -range planning in the United Kingdom. He addresses himself to the practical problems of getting the plan actually implemented, with emphasis on what
should be avoided as well as what should be done.

M. G. Wright
McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N.Y.
10036, 1971, 291 pp., clothbound, $12.50.
Tlie author's first concern is with the sources of profit and
the factors which affect profit. His second is with funds
management, the control of liquidity, satisfying the need for
funds and selecting their sources.
F I N A N C I N G B U SI N ES S F I RM S
Fourth Edition
Charles L. Prather and James E. Wert
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Rd., Homewood, Ill.
60430, 1971, 611 pp., clothbound, $15.35.
Much of the institutional material from the earlier editions
is retained and coupled with the addition of many financial
concepts that are currently being discussed in corporation
finance courses.
F I N A N C I A L P O L I C Y DECIS IO NS

A CONCEPT OF CORPORATE PLANNING
Russell L. Ackoff
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third Ave., New York, N.Y.
10016, 1970, 158 pp., clothbound, $7.95.
The author describes this book as more of a what should be
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Harold Bierman, Jr.
The Macmillan Company, 866 Third Ave., New York, N.Y.
10022, 1970, 307 pp., clothbound, $9.95.
The application of analytical and quantitative techniques to
financial policy decision- making is covered in this book.
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Among the decisions analyzed are those covering liquid assets, cost of capital, dividend policy and long -term debt.

The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
666 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019, 1971, 466 pp.,
paperbound, $7.50.

SE L F-CO R R E C TI N G P RO B L E M S
IN FINANCE

A collection of analytical and interpretive articles covering
most of the major provisions of the Tax Reform Act. Most
originally appeared in The Tax Advisor.

Roland I. Robinson and Robert W. Johnson
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 470 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
02110, 1970, 166 pp., paperbound, $3.95.
Designed primarily for students as an updating of the first
edition six years ago.
RISK , RET URN, A N D E Q U I L I B R I U M
Bernell Kenneth Stone
The M.I.T. Press, Ayer Bldg., Lawrence, Mass. 01843,
1970, 150 pp., clothbound, $10.00.
This book develops a general measure of portfolio risk and
formulates a general model of asset selection in the context
of market equilibrium.
TH EO RY O F TH E M EASUREM ENT O F
ENTERPRISE INCOME
Robert R. Sterling
The University Press of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan. 66044, 1970,
384 pp., $15.00.

Robert D. Goodwin, Lester Nelson and
Ernest A. Rovelstad, Editors
National Association of Credit Management, 475 Park Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10016, 1970, 831 pp., clothbound, $18.75.
A basic guide to the legal side of credit management. 1970
State Laws affecting credit operations are analyzed and interpreted.

A PRIMER ON THE LAW OF
D E C E P T I V E PR A CT I CE S
Earl W. Kinter
The Macmillan Co., 866 Third Ave., New York, N.Y.
10022, 1971, 593 pp., clothbound, $10.95.
An introduction for businessmen and students to the law of
unfair business practices.

The author proposes a major change in accounting theory
and practice through a fundamental reconstruction of the
theory of valuation whereby the income of individual enterprises is measured. He weighs four rival schools of thought
against their operational significance.

George Terborgh

CO NCEPTS IN H O S P I T A L F I N A N C I A L
MANAGEME NT

Machinery and Allied Products Institute, Council for Technological Advancement, 1200 Eighteenth Street, N. W. ,
Washington, D.C. 20036, 1969, 69 pp., paperbound, $3.50.

Allen G. Herkimer
Alfa Associates, Inc., 27 Cyrnbeline Drive, Old Bridge, N.J.
08857, 1970, 165 pp. plus Index, clothbound, $8.95.
A group of articles from various sources dealing with organization, finance, budgeting and management of hospitals. It
is designed to serve as a stimulus to the hospital manager.
T H E F E D E R A L INCOM E TAX —ITS

SOURCES AND APPLICAT IO NS
Second Edition
CIarence F. McCarthy, Billy M. Mann and
William H. Gregory

TH E INFLATION DILEMM A

Discusses the dilemma which arises from the incompatibility
of the national employment and price level targets, and the
necessity for a "trade -off" between unemployment and inflation.
Also available are the following companion studies by the
same author:
UNDERDEPRECIATION FROM INFLATION, 1969,
11 pp., paperbound, $1.00.
ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION AS AN OFFSET
TO INFLATION, 1970,15 pp., paperbound, $1.00.
INFLATION AND CORPORATE PROFITS, 1970, 15
pp., paperbound, $1.00.

Prentice -Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs,N.J. 07632, 1971, 741
pp., clothbound, $11.95.

ST A TI S TI C AL AN A LY S IS FO R
M A N A G E RI A L D E CI S I O N S

The authors show how to approach, analyze and find answers
to tax problems. The book has been updated to include the
Tax Reform Act of 1969.

John C. G. Boot and Edwin B. Cox

ANALYSIS O F THE TAX REFO RM
A C T OF 1969
Gilbert Simonetti, Jr. and Harry Z. Garian, Editors
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CRE DI T MAN UA L OF
C O M M E RC I A L L A W S , 1 9 7 1

McGraw -Hill Book Co., Box 402, Hightstown, N.J. 08520,
1970, 641 pp., clothbound, $11.95.
Written for students and practitioners of management, this
book provides an understanding of statistical reasoning and
the primary statistical techniques used in solving managerial
problems.
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Reader Service

NAA has many services available to its members, and other readers Of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING, including publications, reprints of articles that have appeared in
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING , meetings and conferences, and other materials. This page
is designed for your use in ordering materials desired. When ordering publications
and binders, including your check or mon ey order covering the amount of the
purchase will speed delivery.

Research Publications
Each Research Report is a comprehensive study in management accounting,
emphasizing applications of accounting
for management planning and control.
Each Report represents an authoritative
description of current practice, together
with reasoning theory underlying practice.
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..... .... ..... .... ..... .... ... ..... .... ..... .... ..... .... .... $ 2 . 5 0

RE P ORT TO M A NAGE M E NT
(3 4 ) M o di f y in g t h e C a l en d ar t o M e et Bu s i ne s s
Ne e ds / A. P . R. No . 3 . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. $ . 7 5
( 3 5 ) S p e e d i n g - U p I n t e r i m Cl os in gs a n d He p o r t s / A . P . R . N o . 5 ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. $ . 7 5
(3 6 ) Re p o rt s W hich Mana gem e nts Fi n d Mo st

from NAA

2. Information for
Marketing Management
$1.95

(30)Serving

M A IN TE N A N C E C O S TS
( 3 1 ) C o n t r o l o f Ma in te na nc e

E

1. Management Control of
Information Systems Development
$3.50

R e s e a r c h R e p o r t N o . 4 0 .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. $ 2. 5 0
(2 8 ) C o n t ro l l i n g a nd A c c o u n ti n g f o r Su p p l i e s /
A . P . R . N o . 1 ..... .... . ... .... .... ..... .... ..... .... .. $ . 7 5
(2 9 ) A c c o u n t i n g f o r Re t u rna b l e Con ta in ers/
A. P. R. No . 4 . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . $ . 7 5

CA P ITA L E X P E N D ITU RE S
( 1 ) R e t u r n o n Capi tal as a Gui de t o Manageri -

(5) F i n a n c i a l

J
p,NM•1•S-

�
H` E
0 008

NAA JEWELRY
designed for you!

U s e f u l / A . P . R . N o . 9 ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. $ . 7 5
( 3 7 ) A p p l y i n g A c c r u a l s a n d D e f e r r a l s t o In t e r i m E a r n i n g s / A . P . R . N o . 1 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $ . 7 5
( 3 8 ) U s e o f G r a p h s i n In t e r n a l R e p o r t i n g /
A. P. R . N o. 1 3 . . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . $ . 7 5

M I

Ideal for gifts Full color
bro c hu re avai l ab l e
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In f o r m a t i o n in Managerial
Dec is ion - Ma kin g for S m a ll an d M ed iu m M an ufac tu rers /Res earc h Mo nogra ph N o. 2 ... $ 2.00

BINDERS

S TA N D A R D C O S T S & V A R IA N C E A N A L YS IS
( 4 0 ) H o w S t a n d a r d Co s t s a r e B e i n g Us e d
Cu r re n tl y . . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. $2 . 50 ea c h
( 4 1 ) T h e A n a l ys i s o f M a n u f a c t u r i n g C o s t
Varian c es / R es earc h Repo rt No. 22 .. ..... $1.50
( 4 2 ) D e ve l o p m e n t a n d R e p o r t i n g o f V a r i a n c e s / A . P . R . N o . 1 5 ... .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. ... .. $ . 7 5
MISC EL LA NE OU S
( 4 3 ) T o w a r d a Basic A c c o u n t i n g i i l o s o p h y $
..... .... ..... .... ..... .... ... ..... .... ..... .... ..... .... .... $ 2 . 0 0
(4 4 ) c o n c e p t s fo r M a n a g e m e n t A c c o u n t i n g
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H a r d c o ve r $ 4 . 9 5 / P a p e r b a c k $ 2 . 9 5
( 4 5 ) A c c o u n t i n g f o r Re s e ar c h a n d D e ve l o p m ent Co s ts /R es e arc h R epo rt No. 29 .... $2.00
( 4 6 ) A c c o u n t i n g f o r In t r a - C o m p a n y Trans fe r s / R es e a r c h R e p o r t N o . 3 0 .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . $2 . 0 0
( 4 7 ) C o s t i n g J o i n t Pr o d uc t s / R e s ea r c h R e p o r t
N o . 3 1 ... ... ... .. ... ... .. .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... ... .. .. $1. 50
( 4 8 ) C o s t I m p r o v e m e n t f o r P r o f i t Im p r ove m e n t / A . P . R . N o . 8 ... .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. $ . 7 5

Att racti ve gold- embossed, leatherette- covered box binders. Ideal for
maintaining Mana em ent Ac count
in
NAA
u etlns,
cc ount ing
ractice eports, HesearCM Reports
and T opical Indexes. Si ze 9% x 7 x
3 ". (W ill not be avai lable after current supply is exhausted.) $2. 00
each.
Magazine r od binder. Holds 12 issues of new style Management
Acc ount in . Extr a heavy ut y c onst ruct i on. Size 9 1/ 2 x 1 2 1 / 8 x 3
1/4". $3. 50 each.

MEMBERSHIP
INFORMATION

(49)cost

c o n t r o l o f Spo il ed W ork /A. P.R.
N o . 1 2 .... .... .... .... ... ... .... .... .... ... .... .... .... . $ . 7 5
(5 0 ) De p a r tu r e s in C o m m u n i c a t i n g A c c o u n t i n g D a t a t o F o r e m e n / A . P . R . N o . 1 6 .. . .. $ . 7 5

Prices listed are to members only. Prices to non - members shown in complete catalog available on request.
National Associati on of Accountants
919 T hir d Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022
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HAWAII
HOSTS NAA
CONFERENCE
1,700 Enjoy Hospitable
Week in Tropical Honolulu
At 1971 International Conference

For many it was a first -time experience, but for a
few it was a nostalgic return to the island where they
spent their honeymoon. Hawaii meant many things
for the hundreds of NAA members and their families who flew to the Islands to attend the Association's first conference in the 50th state.
But the warn climate, gentle hospitality and luxuriant beauty of the Islands left their lasting impressions. From the first smiling "alohas" to the final
glimpse of Diamondhead, the conventioneers were
Plunged into a daily round of meetings and educational sessions, lightened by entertaining social
events and tours of Oahu and the other islands.
Dressed informally in aloha shirts and muumuus,
NAA members attended thought - provoking sessions
on current accounting topics, elected new officers
and directors, greeted old friends and made new
ones. Chapter officers and directors were on hand to
pick up hard -won trophies and other awards won
during the past year. The following pages summarize in words and pictures the five -day conference,
the first of its kind ever held by NAA —and one of
the most successful.
U.S.-Japanese Trade Discussed
The International Officers' Reception on Sunday
set the theme of informal fellowship that pervaded
the convention throughout the week. NAA members and their wives filled the reception area to
capacity and spilled out of the Royal Hawaiian's
Monarch Room onto the patio area overlooking
Waikiki Beach.
Panoramic view shows the crowd at
International Officers' Reception on Sunday.
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It is a plea sure t o gre et t he member, of t he Na ti onal
Association of Accountants on the oc ca sion of y o ur
1971 Annual Interna tional Conference,
I wo u l d esp eci al l y l i k e t o co ngra t u l at e Mr. Ju l e , G .
Underwood o n his insta llati on as your new Pre side nt.
In his produc t iv e c are e r, Mr. Underwood has never
fai led to ac t i n t he highes t public int ere st.
Accounting combines co nti nuit y wi t h c hange i n t he
be at Ame ri ca n t ra di ti on. Your r e s e a r c h and educatio n program fo r acc ounting mana ge ment c ont inue.
to bro aden a nd upda te y our prof es s io n and ke ep i n
ste p wi th t he changi ng nee ds of o ur society. A .
fi nanc ia l ma nage r, and de c is i on ma ker. , y o ur me mbers s ignifi cantly co ntribute to the ec ono mic vi ab i l i t y
and stre ngth of our nati on.
Yo u hav e my be st wi sh es fo r every su cc es s at t hi s
Convention and in the year ahead.

President Nixon congratulates J. G. Underwood
on his election and greets the conventioneers
in this letter.

Audienc e is a t t en t i ve a s J a p a ne se banker

Sumio Hara delivers keynote address.

Hawaiian fashions are simple but elegant, the
ladies learn during fashion show.
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Members settled down to work as the technical
sessions began on Monday. In his opening address,
"T h e Second Greatest Sales Presentation of All
Time," Jay L. Beecroft reminded the financial executives that they were salesmen, as well as accountants. He outlined five psychologies in selling. Mr.
Beecroft is the director of education and training
at the 3AI Companv, St. Paul, Minn.
The Annual Meeting was then convened by
President Ettore Barbatelli and elections of officers
for 1971 -72, and directors, to serve a two -vear term,
were held. A minute of silence was observed in
honor of past NAA Secretary Arthur B. Gunnarson
and William Pitkin, nominee for international director, both of whom died during the year. Later
individual awards were made to outstanding public
relations directors, membership directors and NAA
authors.
Marie E. Cox of Atlanta, Ga., was presented a
scroll and a $500 scholarship as the Junior Achievement Treasurer of the Year. She was chosen from
more than 7,000 company treasurers participating
in high school Junior Achievement programs across
the countn% The annual award is sponsored by the
National Association of Accountants in cooperation
with Junior Achieycment, Inc.
In his keynote address, "World Trade in the
Seventies," Sumio Hara, President, the Bank of
Tokyo, Ltd., criticized the spread of protectionist
movements in the United States, with specific mention of the textile industry. He said of this trend,
"I am of the opinion that basically this problem
should be solved by pursuing domestic policies that
facilitate reorientation of the declining industries.
Declining industries should be shifted to more efficient ones as determined by theory of comparative
cost of production." Referring to the international
monetary crisis earlier this year, Mr. Hara called
upon the U.S. to improve its trade balance "by
virtue of curbing its domestic inflation." He added,
"As it may be difficult to see a rapid improvement
in the trade balance, it is advisable that the United
States should for the time being reduce investments
abroad."
Comme ntin g on Mr. Hara's remarks, Julius G.
Underwood, newly- elected president of the Associa t ion sa id, " I a m su re t h a t s o m e o f o u r m e m b e r s

agree with much of what Mr. Hara said. Certainly
we would all like to see inflationary pressures reduced. But this is a difficult and complex objective,
and I found Mr. Hara possibly somewhat vague on
precisely how we should achieve it."
Mr. Underwood, who is president of Harsco
Corp., of Harrisburg, Pa., pointed out, "Free trade
should not be a one -way street, with products from
other countries flowing freely into the U.S., but
with U.S. products flowing out to other countries
with difficulty. Also, it would be hard to convince
the head of a multi- national U.S. corporation that
restraining U.S. investments abroad is desirable
from any viewpoint, or that it would in the long
run improve our balance of payments. Overseas investments, after all, are designed to produce overseas profits which ultimately benefit our trade
balance."
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Lively Concurrent Sessions
Five concurrent sessions were held Tuesday
morning with discussions led by knowledgeable industry and educational spokesmen. Topics included
"Profit Planning and Cash Budgeting for Small
Businesses," "Standards and Budgets for Planning
and Control," "Auditing and EDP," "Effective
Inventory Management," and "Tax Problems in
Foreign Operations."
The first two sessions were repeated on Wednesday morning. Three other concurrent sessions discussed were "Current Developments in Information Systems," "Cost Accounting Standards for
Government Contracts," and "Managing and Controlling Data Processing."
On the final day, Thomas K. Hitch, senior vice
president and chairman of research, First Hawaiian
Bank, gave an optimistic view of Hawaii's potential
for the development of business. One point was
agreed on by his audience: that Hawaii has been a
gold mine for the tourist industry and is expected
to attract thousands more vacationers in the
Seventies.
A panel discussion on "Financial Reporting by
Segments to Shareholders and the Public" was well
attended by members. Speakers included Dr. Alfred
Rappaport, professor of accounting and information systems, Northwestern University, Evanston,
Ill.; C. Reed Parker, vice president, Duff, Anderson
& Clark, Inc., Chicago, and Stanley Rosch, senior
vice president and controller, Castle & Cooke, Inc.,
Honolulu, Hawaii.
Robert A. Lineberger, vice president — finance,
Beckman Instruments, Inc., Fullerton, Calif., acted
as chairman of the Thursday session.

At Annual Dinner, more than 1,500 present
enjoyed the haunting Hawaiian "wedding song."

After leading NAA dignitaries to dais in traditional
procession, the local bagpipe band makes its exit.
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Pageantry and Color

President Ettore Barbatelli presents plaque and
scholarship check to Marie E. Cox, Junior
Achievement Treasurer of the Year.

It's a solemn moment as outgoing President
Barbatelli turns symbol of office over to
President -elect J. G. Underwood (left).

NAA chapter spirit is demonstrated at Annual
Dinner by these award - winning members
and their wives.
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Like all NAA conventions, the Annual International Conference in Honolulu, June 20 -24, combined education, entertainment, and fellowship. It
was a special treat for families of NAA members,
and the Hawaii Chapter outdid itself in arranging
tours and other activities for the entire family.
The ladies, for example, were able to appreciate
the massive novel Hawaii more after seeing 200
years of fashion in the Islands. They also got a
firsthand look at some of the sights that have awed
visitors ever since Captain Cook first discovered the
Polynesian Islands. One of the most fun -filled experiences for the NAA families was the afternoon
at the Polynesian Cultural Center where they had
the experience of catching their own dinner on the
beach at a "hukilau."
Other social activities included the Annual Ball
where couples danced to Clem Low's Band and enjoyed a popular show, "Night in the Philippines."
Highlight of the Conference for the youngsters
was a ride on a catamaran. The cruise on the Ale
Ale Kai V was a dream come true for the youngsters, who delighted in the blue waters of Oahu.
Promptly at 7:00 p.m., with the procession of
head table guests, the Conference's traditional event
—the Annual Dinner —began with pageantry and
color in the giant ballroom of the Sheraton Waikiki
Hotel. President Ettore Barbatelli thanked the Hawaii Chapter for hosting "a great conference" and
then went on to recognize all the committee members who helped plan and run the Conference. He
commended Manuel R. Sylvester, general chairman,
and William W. Wright, chairman of the technical
program.
The Lybrand Gold Medal was presented to
Michael R. Tyran by past international President
James E. Meredith, Jr., who substituted for Richard
F. Peirce, chairman of the Lybrand Awards Committee. Winners are listed in an article following
this round -up of convention activities.
President Barbatelli then introduced his successor
President -Elect Julius G. Underwood. Mr. Underwood, in his inaugural address, reminded members
that "We are in an 'age of change,' 'a decade of
involvement,' and unfortunately 'a period of inflation."
He urged NAA members to speak out on the economic realities of today's rising prices and wages. "I
want you to get involved and speak out as a person
to refute the illusion of static security and point out
to those in your community that our free enterprise
system is in jeopardy. They must understand that
businesses need profits to survive and grow."
After his brief address, the long - awaited ceremonies of the awarding of trophies and banners to
winning chapters in the 1970 -71 year were begun.
With the lilting strains of "Aloha," in their ears,
the conventioneers filed out of the ballroom at the
end of the conference, reminded by Joseph C. Kral linger, chairman of the operations Committee for
the 1972 Annual International Conference, that
Philadelphia was a great place to visit — especially in
the company of fellow NAA members.
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to let yourself become
professionally behind - the - times,
it's downright dangerous!

These 3 things will help you keep
up -to -date and on- the -job:

I.RetainyourmembershipinNAA.

2

evenmoreoutofitbybecomingmoreinvolved—personaly.
3.Bringyourclosecolleaguesinto
NAAsoyouwillbesharing
thesamelearningprocess.

NAAisyourAssociation.Useit!
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APB Seeks Product Line Breakdown by Corporations
A rule requiring diversified companies to publish a breakdown of their sales and earnings by
major product lines is in the works. The Accounting Principles Board of the AICPA is moving in
that direction, according to Philip L. Defliese, chairman. The details, however, are not clear but
the APB may try to hand down such an opinion next year. In addition, the Board is at work on
opinions covering marketable securities, leasing stock compensation, diversified companies and
non -cash transactions. The APB for the first time, in May, conducted open hearings on accounting
for marketable securities.
FEI Elects First Full -time President
Charles C. Hornbostel has been elected president and chief executive officer of the Financial
Executives Institute, a post historically filled by a volunteer member of the Institute. Before joining FEI last September, Mr. Hornbostel was vice president- finance and a director of Hooker
Chemical, a subsidiary of Occidental Petroleum Corp., and vice president and treasurer
of Occidental.
AICPA Urges Laws Requiring Formal Study for CPA's
As a condition for the revalidation of a CPA license to practice, all CPA's would have to carry on
professional studies throughout their working lives, under a resolution adopted by the AICPA's
governing council. The Council urged state governments to enact such provisions and noted at
the same time that this requirement is already in effect in Iowa. At least 120 hours of formal
study during the three years immediately preceding a CPA's reregistration would be required
under the provision.
Most Companies Favor U.S. Adoption of Metric System
A Commerce Department survey showing that a majority of businesses favor conversion makes
it all the more likely that the U.S. will adopt the metric system sometime in the near future. Of
4,000 manufacturing companies surveyed, 60 % said increased metric use is in the best interests
of the United States. Some 85% concurred to the question, "Should the U.S. change to metric by
a coordinated national program ?" The survey was conducted by the National Bureau of Standards which favors a planned, coordinated transition to metrication over a period of ten years or
more. Secretary of Commerce Maurice H. Stans is expected to make recommendations to Congress on the matter this month.
U.S. Companies Tighten New Product Ventures
It has become increasingly difficult for companies to introduce new products and have them
automatically become successful so many companies are strengthening their planning, coordination and control of new products. Despite the penalties for failure, few firms are retrenching new
product programs, according to a recent survey by the Conference Board. The Board's survey of
125 top -level marketing executives in a cross - section of companies found that, for the average
firm, more than 20% of the major new products introduced during the last five years failed in
some important respect to meet original expectations. Most agreed, however, that the risk was
worth it. Some of the leading reasons cited for failure were: inadequate appraisal of the market,
especially overestimating potential sales of the new entry; defects or limitations in the product
or service itself, and lack of effective marketing support. Usually management had only itself to
blame for new product failures as the survey points out: "The reaction of competitors to the new
entry—or the misjudging of this reaction —was fairly well down the list of reasons for failure. In
short, as managements are frank to acknowledge with hindsight, when a new product goes
wrong, the fault often lies largely within the company itself."
Commerce Dept's Accounting System Approved by Comptroller General
Under the direction of Secretary Maurice H. Stans, the Dept. of Commerce recently modernized
its accounting system and became the first Cabinet department whose complete accounting system design has been approved by the Comptroller General as required by law. Secretary Stans,
a CPA, is an NAA member.
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Accepting the Stevenson Trophy on behalf
of the Miami Chapter, President Bruce L. Davis,
Jr., addresses members at the Annual Dinner
in Honolulu.

Tom R. Locke, center, president of Austin
Area Chapter, accepts Warner Trophy and
first place banner from International President
Ettore Barbatelli (left) and International Vice
President Wade B. Salisbury, who substituted
for Leo 1. Barnecut, Jr., chairman of the
Committee on Chapter Operations.

MIAMI WINS STEVENSON
TROPHY; AUSTIN AREA
TAKES WARNER TROPHY
Mobile Chapter Is Remington Rand Winner;
Central Texas Awarded Keller Trophy;
Carter Trophy Shared by 3 Chapters:
Muskegon, Mohawk Valley and Norwich

It's a long way from Miami, Fla., to Honolulu,
Hawaii, but Miami Chapter President Bruce L.
Davis, Jr., made sure lie was present to accept
the Stevenson Trophy for his chapter's outstanding overall performance in the 1970 -71 compctition.
Toni R. Locke, president of Austin Area Chapter, was also on hand to pick up the Warner
Trophv, which his chapter won by scoring more
points than any otber chapter competing for
this award.
In a strong finish for second place, Mobile
Chapter, captained b'• President Thomas J. Maddox, won the Remington Rand Trophy. The
other major trophy in the Warner competition
—thc I. Wayne Keller Trophy—was won by
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1971

Central Texas, whose president is Lesley J. Jenkins.
The award is made to the chapter snaking the
most improvement in the Warner Trophy standings during the competition year, as determined
by its standings at the end of the previous competition year. The chapter advanced 36 places over
its 1969 -70 standings.
Thrce chapters tied for the Carter Trophv in
the competition for the Stevenson Trophy. These
were Muskegon (4th place), Mohawk Valley (9th
place) and Norwich (14th place). All three chapters advanced 110 places over their 3 -year average.
The presidents are, respectively, Tony J. Motckaitis,
Gerald A. Wameling, and Donald P. Woodman Sec.
The Carter Trophy is awarded to the chapter
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"We changed
everything at
the beginning
of the year"

THE TROPHIES- SYMBOLS OF ACHIEVEMENT
The NAA competition for trophies and awards
has been in progress since 1924 when Charles
R. Stevenson (NAA President, 1927 -28) suggested that one be inaugurated. He donated a
trophy — the Stevenson Trophy — to be presented the winner. The following year .a system
of payments to chapters was incorporated in
the competition. This unique competition is
credited with fostering a remarkable espirit de
corps and kinship between chapters and individual members. The other trophies include:
Remington Rand Trophy—Donated in 1927
by James H. Rand, who was president of Remington Rand Corp., and to be presented to the
runner -up in the chapter competition.
Carter Trophy— Donated in 1932 by Col.
Arthur H. Carter, senior partner, Haskins &
Sells, New York. He served as president of the
Association in 1933 -34.
Warner Trophy—Established in 1965 by the
.Association to be awarded the winning chapter
competing in the competition for chapters whose
membership is less than 125. The Tropliv is
named in honor of Philip J. Warner, president

making the most improvement in the Stevenson
Trophy standings during the competition year,
as determined by the average of its standings in
the chapter competition at the end of the three
previous competition years.
How They Did It
In winning the Stevenson Trophy for the first
time, Miami Chapter realized a long - dreamed goal
but is not exactly sure how it did it. "We changed
everything at the beginning of the year — mccting
place, program format —but we're not sure which
was the deciding factor," says President Bruce
L. Davis, Jr. At anv rate, members were turning
out at meetings "at about twice the rate in the
past." Moreover, "even•body on the board did
their job," lie added.
"We had a fairly good idea but it was nice to
receive confirmation," Tom R. Locke said in reference to the Austin Area's success in capturing
the Warner Trophy. He pointed to the membership effort as the decisive factor that put the
chapter over the top. The chapter also won a
Membership Achicvcnmcnt Award, registering the
top gain in membership of 20 chapters —and also
won the Membership Round -Up Award with a
net of 68 new members.
"We had a concerted effort in the last 90 days,"
he explained. " We made special mailings to the
membership urging attendance at the last two
meetings. Phone committees worked overtime and
a back -up phone committee included the chapter
president, past presidents and vice presidents."
"Right from the beginning we started out with
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of Ronald Press Co., who served as treasurer
of the Association for 23 years (1933 -56) and
as president in 1956 -57.
Keller Trophy— Establislmed in 1969 by the
Association to be awarded the chapter competing
for the Warner Trophy which has made the
most progress, as determined by its standings
in prior years. The Trophy is named in honor
of I. Wayne Keller, president, 1953 -54, in rccognition of his countless contributions to NAA.
Ile is currently chairman of the MAP Committee.
For the 1971 -72 competition, two new trophies have been established. They are the J.
Lee Nicholson Award and the Stuart Cameron
McLeod Society Award. Named after the first
president of the Association, the Nicholson
Award will be made to the chapter with the
second highest final standing in the conmpetition for the Warncr Trophy. Named after the
lionoran• organization of past national officers
and directors, the AicLeod Society Trophy will
be awarded to the chapter with the third highest final standing in the chapter competition
for the Stevenson Trophy.

the Number One spot in mind," says 'Thomas J.
Maddox, president of Mobile Chapter which won
the Remington Rand Trophv. Asked to describe
how the chapter accomplished its feat —the highest standing the chapter has ever reached —hc said,
"We instilled enthusiasm all the way down." Operation First Place was established during the
closing months of the competition and every member was assigned to a particular director, he explained. I ?ach member was asked to sign a pledge
sheet to attend the last two meetings. The pro gram worked, with large turnouts at the last t%vo
chapter meetings. Alobile Chapter also succeeded
in winning a Nicmbcrship Achievement Award for
a 31 % gain in membership.
The trophies and banners were presented at the
Annual ]-)inner in Ilonolulu during the Annual
International Conference in June. International officers and directors will visit the winning chapters
this Fall to make presentations at the chapter
mccting. Following is the list of winning chapters
and their presidents.
Stevenson Trophy
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Miami, Bruce L. Davis, Jr.
Mobile, Thomas J. Maddox
Fort Lauderdale, Richard H. Newmark
Muskegon, Tony J. Motekaitis
Western Wayne, Arthur Schmaltz
Delaware, Ralph L. Rawheiser
Western Carolinas, Carl B. Harper, Jr.
Hawaii, Joseph G. Tonaseia
Mohawk Valley, Gerald A. Wameling
Greenwich - Stamford, Lillian V. Filardo
Baton Rouge, Herman C. McKinney
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12. East Tennessee, Frank E. Brumit
(tie) Nashville, James W. Brown
13. Orange Coast California, Keith R. Norby
14. Norwich, Donald P. Woodmansee
15. Fort Wayne, John E. Overmyer
16. Macomb County- Michigan, William T. Creed
17. Olean - Bradford Area, David J. Krahe
18. Southern Maine, Carl J. Sabatino
19. Richmond, Lucille F. Taylor
20. Trenton, Ernest C. Radvany
Warner Trophy
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Austin Area, Tom R. Locke
Ann Arbor, Neil R. Schmeichel
Joplin Tri- State, Jerry L. Dodson
Eugene, Richard J. Goode
Mid - Missouri, Donald D. Decker

International Chapter Awards
In the first year of a competition conducted
between the International Chapters of NAA, two
chapters were named first place winners of certificates. They are Mexico, President Miguel Tanjian,
competing with chapters with 125 members or
more, and Medellin, President Rafael Sterling,
competing with chapters whose memberships total
less than 125 members.

Remington Rand Trophy goes to Mobile Chapter
represented by President Thomas J. Maddox
(center). Making the presentation at Annual
Dinner are President Ettore Barbatelli and Vice
President Wade B. Salisbury.

Membership Achievement
As noted earlier, Austin Area pulled off a double
victory in the membership area. It placed first with
a net gain of 81% in membership and also won
the Membership Round -Up Award.
The 21 chapters which won membership awards
in the 1970 -71 competition are listed below, together with the membership director and the member relations director of each respective chapter.

Chapter
1. Austin Area
2. Northwest
Arkansas
3. Long Island Suffolk
4. Mobile
5. Conejo
Valley
6. Mid- Missouri
7. Fort
Lauderdale
S. Orange Coast
California
9. Miami
10. Raleigh Durham Area
11. Baton Rouge
12. Olean-Bradford Area
13. Elkhart Area
14. Long Beach
15. Western
Carolinas
16. Delaware

Membership
Director
E. H. Sauls

Member
Relations
Director
M. K. Roberts

E. L. Franz

E. L. Franz

A. H. Siegel
A. B. Dudley
Jr.
E. A.
Lorentson

G.H. Webster
W. D. Patton
W. W. Warg

J. W. Roberts

R. E. Wood

J. A.Crimmins
J. F.
Grundhofer
W. W.
Harmon,Jr.

D. H. Short

W. R. Casteen
D. J. Plaisance

C. R. Jamison
R. W. Foushee

A. T. Sezudlo
J. H. Lisk
F. L. Lamb

R. J. Yonker
D. J. Arnold
D. M. Frei

R. K. Gooding
J. O. Tassa

B. J. I larp
J. E. Ward

Representatives of three chapters accepted the
Carter Trophy after tieing in the competition.
L. -r., Mr. Barbatelli; George T. Borrows, Norwich
Chapter (14th place); Gordon A. Johnson
for Mohawk Valley (9th place), and Tony J.
Motekaitis, Muskegon president (4th place).
Mr. Salisbury is at right.

M. L. Bell
M. B. Bezner
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International Director James E. McMillen of
Central Texas Chapter, displays the 1. Wayne
Keller Trophy won by his chapter. L. -r., President
Barbatelli, Past International President 1.
Wayne Keller and Mr. Salisbury.
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17. Macomb
CountyMichigan
18. Muskegon
19. Southern
Maine
20. Western
Wayne

R. D.
Zimmerman
R.M. Johnson
R. L. Roy, Jr.
R. M. Sinclair

A. R. Grau
L. C. North
R. G.
McCarthy
J. T.
McDermott

Membership Achievement Award —
International Chapter
Sao Paulo

A. Zwerdling

A. Zwerdling

Membership Round -Up Award
Austin Area

E. H. Sauls

M. K. Roberts

Public Relations Awards

Tom R. Locke, president of Austin Area, has his
hands full. Not only did his chapter win the
Warner Trophy, it was tops in Membership
Achievement and won the Membership Round Up Award. Lee Davis makes the presentation.

On the basis of performance in six categories,
five chapters were awarded Public Relations Recognition Awards at the Annual International Con fercnce. The chapters and their public relations
directors are: Canton, Jack C. Nelson; Los Angeles,
Allan A. Rutter; Milwaukee, E. Glasberg; Phoenix,
Ann B. Fleming, and Reading, Elizabeth S. Boyer.
The judges were composed of a panel of members of the New York Chapter of the Public Relations Society of America. Categories for judging
included establishing a public relations plan for
the year, utilizing the plan effectively, achieving
publicity through use of the plan, initiative in
creating on- the -spot coverage, printed matter submitted from the chapter, and special public service
projects.

Membership Achievement Awards are proudly
displayed by these chapter members. For
list of winners see above. At right is W. Atiee
Davis, Jr., chairman of the Committee on
Membership for 1970 -71.
International Director Luis Gomez accepts first
place certificate on behalf of Mexico Chapter
which won in international competition.

Flanked by NAA Vice President James E.
Stephenson (left) and Lafe P. Fox (right) chairman
of the Committee on Public Relations, winners
of Public Relations Awards pose for photo.
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NAA International Director Allan B. Anson
accepts certificate on behalf of Medellin Chapter
which won in international competition
between smaller chapters.
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OUTSTANDING AUTHORS
HONORED IN HAWAII
Lybrand Awards Presented to
Tyran and Mullick; 16 Certificates
Of Merit and Six Certificates of
Recognition Are Awarded to Authors

Michael R. Tvrin, Pomona Vallev, was awarded the competition. (Nonmember authors are ineligible.)
During the Annual International Conference in
Lybrand Gold Medal for his article, "A Computerized Decision- Simulator Model," which was Ilonolnlu, the Association also presented 16 Certifipublished in the March 1971 issue of MANACErrENT cates of Merit and six Certificates of Recognition
to the highest scoring authors in the manuscript
AcCOUNTING. (See page 9 of this issue.)
competition.
Certificates of Merit arc awarded to
Satinder K. Mullick, Elmira Area, was presented
the Lybrand Silver Medal for an article he wrote authors of article manuscripts rated the highest 16,
with John C. Chambers. The article, "Investment plus tics for the sixteenth place in the competition.
Decision - making in a Multi- national Enterprise," Certificates of Recognition arc awarded the authors
of accounting practice manuscripts rated the highest
is printed on page 13 of this issue.
The winners were selected by the Lvbrand two, plus ties for the second highest in each of the
Awards Committee, which consisted of Richard F. following categories: Accounting Practice DescripPeirce, chairman; Peter Firmin and Robert L. Shul- tions, Reports and Case Studies.
The winning articles are listed below, with the
tis. Tlie two top manuscripts ire chosen from the
ten best manuscripts submitted during the year, as author's name, chapter that submitted the manuscript, and the Issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
determined by the grades given each paper.
The Lvbrand Awards were established in 1949 -50 in which the article was published or in which it is
by the partners of Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Mont- tentatively scheduled to be published.
gomery to honor NVilliim M. Lybrand, a founder of
the firm and a charter member of the Association, Certificates of Merit
as well as its second president. The Gold and Silvcr "Systems Planning for Performance Evaluation" By
Medals are presented each year to the NAA member - \]itchell II. Raiborn, Baton Rouge, August 1971.
authors of the two outstanding contributions to "Service Bureaus —Who Needs Them ?" by Robert
accounting literature submitted through the chapter F. Murphv, Boston, September 1971.
MA N A G EM E N T ACCOU NTIN G /AU GUST 19 71
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"The Communications Gap between Accountants
and the Outside World" by James H. Combes,
Dayton, November 1971.
"Investment Decision - Making in a Multi- national
Enterprise," by Satinder K. Mullick (with John C.
Chambers), Elmira Area, August 1971.
"The Case Against International Uniformity" by
Irving L. Fantl, Essex County (published May
1971)

"Production Planning and Cost Reporting" by
Dana L. Abbev, Rockford, December 1971.
"A Computerized Decision- Simulator Model" by
Michael R. Tyran, Pomona Valley (published
March 1971) .
"Long -Range Planning and the Decentralized Finn:
A Management Tool for the Tentative Allocation
of Capital" by David R. Scott, Jr., Member -at -Large
(with Laurence J. Moore), July 1971.

"Modernizing the Goodwill Concept" by Ernest H.
Weinwurm, Los Angeles, December 1971.

Certificates of Recognition

"Avoid Management /Technician Dichotomy
Losses" by H. Warren White, Los Angeles, September 1971.

"Budgeting Simplified for Multiple Operations"
by Conrad A. Giesler, Boise, October 1971.

"Accounting and Labor Relations— Interrelated
Responsibilities" by Richard D. Miller, Macomb
County, November 1971.
"The Accounting Preconditions of PPB" by Ernest
L. Enke, Mid - Missouri, January 1972.
"Inventory Management Program" by Charles J.
Slaybaugh (member of Dallas but submitted through
Mohawk Valley), July 1971.
"The Economics of Business Minis" by Wilbur H.
Highleyman, Morristown, October 1971.

Accounting Practice Descriptions

"Current Bank Accounting and Reporting Practices" by Donald L. Revnolds, Kansas City, September 1971.
Accounting Practice Reports:
"Accounting for County-Clubs" by Jean F. Messcr,
Denver (with Lloyd W. McDaniel), published
June 1971.
"Computer Application by a Concrete Block Manufacturer" by Ralph E. Struzzicro, Southern Maine
(published May 1971).
Accounting Practice Case Studies:

"The Business Environment: How Shall We Account for It ?" by Morton D. Prouty, Jr. (published
April 1971) .

"Computer Use in an Electric Utility Customer
Accounting Operation" by Donald N. Cameron,
Canton, October 1971.

"Profitability and Responsibility Accounting" by
Charles W. Walker, Piedmont, December 1971.

"Cost Accounting and Control for Mining" by
Emil J. Durik, Pittsburgh, August 1971.

M E M O R I A L

E D U C A T I O N

F U N

O

You don't need a special reason to support the
NAA Memorial Education Fund. Any day is the right day to
help further the educational goals of the Association.
Remember the NAA Memorial Education Fund today.
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Aviatrix Helene Krumholz in the cockpit of her plane.

BUSINESSWOMAN -PILOT
Helene Krumholz, President of a
Florida Company, Is One NAA Member
Who Enjoys Busy Life by Making
Every Opportunity a Challenge

The small prop plane began to warm up, the propeller spinning rapidly in the sunlight; then it gathered power and took off from the Columbus airport.
Destination: Nicaragua.
In the cockpit with a friend was Mrs. Helene
Krumholz, owner of the Mooney Mark II, and president of Krumholz Stainless Steel Fabricators, Inc.,
of Fort Lauderdale, Fla. She was competing in a
2,700 -mile Angel Derbv for licensed women pilots.
An unusual hobby for a woman? Not for Helene
Krumholz whose ability to tackle almost any activity
and succeed at it commands the admiration and respect of her friends. In addition to her membership
in Pilots International, Florida Women Pilots Assn.,
and Florida East Coast Sheet Metal Contractors
Assn., she served as secretary of the Fort Lauderdale
Chapter of NAA during 1970 -71.
A busv, creative life is her hallmark. As one fellow
chapter member says, "I don't believe this lovely
lady knows what the word `failure' means." As her
plane cruised over the Ohio farmlands, Mrs. Krum MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1971

holz was busy navigating for her friend, Pilot Virginia Britt. Perhaps if she had had more time she
might have reflected on another trip, a longer one
and more challenging, if not as dangerous as the
flight to Central America.
This was the journey to America when as a widow
with a young daughter she emigrated to the United
States from Germany in 1950. At first life in the
United States was difficult. To learn English as fast
as possible, she read a lot of newspapers in New
York while working as a busboy to support herself
and the child. Then she met, and married Curt
Krumholz two years later, and subsequently they
moved to Fort Lauderdale.
Her husband dreamed of building his own business so Helene pitched in to help. She took some
bookkeeping courses at night and found she liked
the business world. Krumholz Stainless Steel Fabricators was born with two employees, her husband as president, and Mrs. Krumholz as secretaryContinued on page 64
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Chapter /Member News
Promotions and New Positions
THOMAS M. SCOTT, III, Baltimore, was

elected vice president of Union Trust
Company of Maryland.
THOMAS J. FOREMAN, Brooklyn, has
been named an assistant vice president
in the management services division of
the controller's department, Bankers
Trust CO.... ARTHUR P. NASH has
been appointed assistant director for
finance for Jewish Memorial Hospital.
Two Chicago members have been named
in the Dearborn Chemical Div., W. R.
Grace & CO. DONALD H. PLUMB was
promoted to executive vice president,
and RICHARD E. SINGER to vice president— finance.
JOHN E. HAMPEL, Cincinnati, was appointed senior vice president of Mosler
Safe Co. He is a past international vice
president of NAA.... THOMAS NIMMo
was promoted to assistant treasurer of
the Inter -Ocean Insurance Co.

A large turnout came to a Western Carolinas Chapter meeting earlier
this year when Senator Strom Thurmond was the featured speaker.
L. -r., John Brausch, 1971 -72 president; Senator and Mrs. Thurmond;
past president Carl Harper.
Emeritus Life Associates
The designation of Emeritus Life Associate
is made available to retired members who
have had 20 years of active service, or ten
years of active service including five years
as an elected national or chapter officer or
director. Those so designated are relieved
from payment of annual dues. The intent of
this provision of the By -Laws is to recognize
the debt which the Association owes to members of long standing. For additional information, write to the Member Relations Dept.
DAVID T. BALL, Albany.
MICHAEL J. BRIGANTIC, Brooklyn past

president.
ALLAN R. BUSII, Hawaii past president.
JOHN E. CARROLL, Washington.
DON H. DARLING, Des Moines past

president.
P. W . DAVIS, Florida West Central.
RODMAN K. FRITZINGER, Lehigh Valle'v.
HAROLD L. GALLUP, West Bergen -Pas-

saic County.
DAVID L. GARRETT, St. Louis.
Ri..x R. GARVER, Elkhart Area.
MANGUS J. GORRIE, Birmingham.
JEROME E. GROSS, Racine - Kenosha past

GEORGE IIOGG, JR., Baltimore.
LAURENCE B. KILBURN, Providence.
MICIIAF.L KIRCH, Binghamton.
HARRY 0. LANDGREN, New IIaven past

president.
JOSISPH P. LiCCIARDr, New Orleans.
ELLERY L. MATER, Rochester.
J. DONALD MAY, Pittsburgh.
TnEODORE W. MOHLE, Houston.
CHARLES E. OPDYKE, New York.
PRANK B. POWERS, SR., Chicago.
JEROLD J. RIES, Chicago.
RUDOLF P. RUEL, New York.
WILLIAM A. RUTHERFORD, JR.,Dallas.
ROBERT M. RYAN, Wichita.
STEPHEN G. RYAN, Miami.
J. W. SCHLOSSER, St. Louis past pres.
R. L. SCHMUCKER, New York.
AR-1.11UR A. SCHWEICHAUSER, St. Louis

past president.
CIIARLES R. SNYDER, Kalamazoo.
EDWARD F. STACEY, Brooklyn.
P. B. STERLING, Denver.
ROBERT F. TONEY, Indianapolis.
CLAIRE E. TREADWELL, Columbus,
MRS. ANNA P. VLAsAK, West Bergen -

president.

Passaic County.

CARL G. GULBRANSON, Fall River -New

CARL 11. WEEREN, Houston.
C. STANLEY WEYBURG, Rockford.
R. E. WHELCHEL, Chattanooga past

Bedford past president.
DEELDON E. HAYNER, Brooklyn.
J. H. HEISEL, Pittsburgh.
WALTER E. HINDMAN, Erie.
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president.
ERNEST U. WIDMER, Richmond.

JACK D. CARR, Columbus, has been

named credit manager for Jeffrey Mining Machinery Co.
IIARRY C. VAN MATRE, Dayton, has
been named vice president of finance
for B. G. Danis CO. . . . R. WAYNE
SMITH has been appointed the vice
president of finance and controller of
U.S. Capital Corp. of Cincinnati.
EDWIN L. CASSADY, Indianapolis past
president, has been elected president of
Indianapolis Power & Light Co.

lot

HAMPEL
Cincinnati

CASSADY
Indianapolis

HOWARD M. CAIN, Kalamazoo, has
been elected treasurer and member of
the board of directors, International
Research & Development Corp. He is
a past international NAA director.
MAx E. POINTER, Kansas City, IS now
controller with Fixtures Mfg. Corp....
CHARLES W. WOLF has been appointed
controller of Farmland Industries Finance Subsidiary.
L. WHITLEY SIMMONS, Lancaster, was

recently named treasurer of the Hershey
Foods Corp.
WILLIAM L. WHEELER, Louisville, is
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ AUGUST 1971

the newly appointed corporate controller
for Gleninore Distilleries Co.

Time Off
C

``

MICROFILM
LIBRARY

R O I I F. R ' r F I N K , llfass. -Route 128, was
promoted to director of corporate accounting, Polaroid Corp.

New Orleans past
president, has been elected president of
the Karl Hansen Co.
M R S . OL.I VIA BECK ER,

H A R O L D E . D A V I S , New York, has been
elected an assistant treasurer of Amax.

L.l

1

W . D E A I A R E S T , Oinalia, 1S n o w
director of finance at Archbishop Bergin
Mercy hospital. He is a past international vice president.
PAUL

B; O
i r A/yl

BR O O D I E , Raleigh- Durham
Area, has been promoted to controller,
Jerold Corp., division of U.S. Industries.

J. C L YD E

, Reno Area, has been
appointed controller of Nevada National
Bank. IIe is also Vice presidcnt and controller of the bank's holding company,
MA R V I N LEN TI N I

�J

First Ba n c o r p or a t io n .

• •

t

U

PAUL BRIGGS, Rochester, has been promoted to senior vice president, general
services, and S T E V E KownA to a s s i s t a n t

..

controller at Rochester Gas & Electric.
SII)NI?.Y
BAUR TIAS1 1, W a S h i n g t 0 n , h a s
been appointed director, Office of Audits, U.S. dept. of commerce.
Conti nued on

VICTORIA UNIVERSITY
OF WELLINGTON
NEW ZEALAND

page 6 4

ACCOUNTINGFOR
PRODUCT-LINE
REPORTING
for Accountants, Controllers,
Investors, Management, S.E.C.

SENIOR LECTURER
OR
LECTURER IN ACCOUNTANCY
The University Council propos es to appoint a senior lecturer /lecturer in accountancy, and invites applications from
s ui t abl y qual i f i ed pers ons. Appli c ant s
should have an appropriate university
degree, professional accountancy qualifications and preferably teaching and /or
professional experience.
Specialists in any one of the fields of
Auditing, Financial Accounting, Management Accounting, Accounting T heory and
Managerial Finance will be acceptable.
T he s alary for a lec turer i s in the r ange
$NZ4,814 to $NZ6,034, and for senior lecturers in the range $NZ6,132 to $NZ7,174,
where there is a bar, then from $NZ7,392
to $NZ7,826 p.a.
Conditions of appointment may be obtained from the Registrar, Victoria Univer si ty of W el lington, P.O. Box 196,
W ellington, New Zealand, with whom applications cl os e on 15 September 1971.
L. O. Desborough
REGISTRAR
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By FREDERICK M. EISNER
B.C.S., L.L.M., 1.D., C.P.A.
1971 book now provides MAJOR
savings for your client or company.
Modernize performance reports • Make them
meaningful • Break them down functionally
The only "how- to-do -it" book with full
instructions
Reliable allocations of common separable
cos s an expenses, also of operating assets;
to satisfy recent S.E.C. mandates • Many
illustrations • Underlying data processed
at minimal clerical cost
A businessman's approach to understanding
product costs • New applications and ideas
on cost savings • Selective and more profitable
sales by motivative incentives to salesmen
and key executives • Stimulates marketing
activities • Develops managers • Stresses
accountability in marketing • New pricing
techniques • Financial planning for
improvement of gE2Lct returns on investment
Case studies, solutions, and readings from
authorities • Author's experience, last 44
years: C.P.A., controller, and professor in
accounting • 700 pages • $21. if check
accompanies order • Refund if not satisfied in
10 days • Please uint name, address and
zip code • Send for brochure and reviews
FREDERICK M. EISNER, publisher Dept. I
16 Hotel Drive, W hite Plains, N.Y. 10605

WE WILL DOUBLE
YOUR BOOKKEEPING
AND ACCOUNTING
PRACTICE ... AND
REDUCE YOUR
WORKLOAD
If you qualify, you can join
our Affiliate Program and
benefit from a much larger
and more profitable business.
Thru our marketing staff we
double the number of
accounts you presently
handle... our specialized

computer accounting
services will reduce your
workload, and provide faster

and more complete reporting
for your clients.

Write or call collect Duane Tossing
Comprehensive Accounting Company
901 East Galena Boulevard
Aurora, IL 60505
312/898 -1234
l

c

o
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President Somoza of Nicaragua congratulates the
intrepid pilot as he presents trophy for success
in the Angel Derby. Mrs. Krumholz finished in sixth
place.
BUSINESSWOMAN -PILOT

Continued from page 61
treasurer. When her husband died in 1968, Mrs.
Krumholz sold the company but was asked to come
back as president.
Today the company manufactures custom service
equipment and also makes complete kitchen installations. The staff of 22 includes sales, engineering

and manufacturing personnel.
She had flown in her husband's plane but never
appreciated flying until she began taking lessons on
her own. After her husband's death, she continued
the lessons. Last October she won her pilot's license;
in May, six months later, she Was flying in a race to
Managua, Nicaragua, sponsored b}- the Florida
Women Pilots Assn.
But with only 140 hours logged, Helene Krumholz felt a little apprehensive the day her plane
groped its way through the thick fogs over the
mountains of southern Mexico and Central America. Despite bad weather, the perils of flying 20 feet
above the ocean, strong headwinds and 90- degree
cabin heat, the Fort Lauderdale duo arrived in
Nicaragua where they were congratulated by the
country's president. Her plane won a sixth place
trophy in the 30 -plane field and garnered the highest number of points for a Florida plane. Moreover,
her airplane was the smallest- engined craft to complete the race.
Mrs. Krumholz told a reporter for The Miami
Herald "I look at the scenery most of the time when
flying. I find it beautiful up there, away from the
hustle and bustle. It's a special feeling ... very
peaceful even though it's noisy from the engine."
A shrewd businesswoman with an enchanting personality, Mrs. Krumholz is well liked by her fellow
chapter members. As one says, "She manages to
accomplish more in a month than most of us are
able to do in a year, and at the same time, she never
loses her cool and femininity."
Her first race over, she's already trying to persuade her daughter to join her in a mother - daughter
combination.

CHAPTER/MEMBER NEWS

Continued from page 63

ROBERT P. BREEDING, 47, New Hamp-

shire, 1957.
JADIES L. PRINCE, Wilmington, has been

JOSEPH B. CHOAT, JR., 45, Kansas City,

promoted to treasurer of Bulk Haulers.
JOHN D. WHALEN,Valley Forge, is now
secretary- treasurer and a director of
Pennsylvania Crusher Corp.

1962.
JERONIE DEADY, 31, Morristown, 1970.
REMO M. DOWNS, 62, San Diego, 1952.
MARTIN DUNNE, 33, Seattle, 1965.
PHILIP W. FEATHERSTONE, 52, Raleigh -

Kudos

Durham Area, 1968.

GEORGE A. GUSTAFSON, San Francisco,

JOHN H. FRIES, 34, Washington, 1960.
VERN HENDERSON, 57, Wabash Valley,

was named outstanding accounting professor for teaching excellence at California State College at Los Angeles by
the Beta Alpha Psi Accounting Honorary Society ( Beta Lambda Chapter) .
In Memoriam

EDWIN H. ADAMS, 58, Northern New
York past president, 1958.
GEORGE H. BAIN, 45, Member -at- Large,
1971.
LEE E. BOYER, 61, Harrisburg past
president, 1935.
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1966.
N. J. JACEWICz, 57, Essex County, 1957.
RICHARD A. JOHNSON, 33, Saginaw Val-

ley, 1963.
SIDNEY T. JONES, JR., 55, Albany, 1968.
JOHN E. KLEIN, 53, Syracuse, 1970.
THONIAs A. KoURI, 46, Detroit, 1961.
HARRY R. MAYO, 43, Kansas City,1966.
LEROY W . McGRATH, 74, Reading,

1931. Emeritus Life Associate.
STEN G. NYBERG, 66, Boston, 1934.
ROBERT L. OULD, 45, Lynchburg, 1965.
FRANK PAYNE, 79, Tri- Cities, 1939.

HARVEY E. PILLIVANT, 55, Mass. -Route
128, 1962.
EDWIN O. PRIDE, 71, Boston, 1943.
ARCHIBALD F. RICHARDS, 73, Hartford,
1951.
SAMUEL A. RIDPATH, 64, Seattle past
president, 1949.
CHARLES C. Ross, 50, Philadelphia,
1955.
JAAIF.s RUSHFORTH, 60, Essex County,
1958.
ADDISON B. SAATHOFF, 54, Oakland -East
Bay, 1961.
PHILIP A. SANDELL, 63, St. Louis, 1962.
ANDREW C. SCHURR, 65, Pittsburgh,
1946.
JOSEPH G. SERVIDEO, 56, Pittsburgh,
1959.
EmoRY J. STEARNS, 83, Syracuse, 1922.
FRANK M. TAIT, 55, Philadelphia, 1948.
JOSEPH L. WURZER, 75, Rochester,
1947.
RICHARD M. YOUNG, 63, Boise, 1965.
C. J. ZERA, JR., 31, Hartford, 1967.
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THE ACCOUNTANT'S ROLE IN
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTING Mon. /Tue.
Through a series of coordinated lectures by
recognized specialists from both Government and
Industry — plus follow -up discussion sessions for
exchanging current practices and experience —
this Seminar provides latest information on
government contracting and accounting problems.

ADMINISTRATION OF THE DIVISION
AND PLANT CONTROLLER'S JOB Wed. /Thu.

COMPREHENSIVE BUDGETING AND PROFIT
PLANNING Mon. /Tue.
Businesses require a method for coordinating and
integrating all of a company's activities. This
Seminar provides management accountants and
budget directors an opportunity to discuss
practices, procedures and problems in the area of
budgeting and profit planning.

This Seminar affords controllers a unique
opportunity to find and develop new methods
to meet the problems of administering the
controller's function. Coordinated lectures and
follow -up discussion sessions focus on
administrative problems and approaches to their
solution.

FINANCING CORPORATE EXPANSION AND
CORPORATE DEBT CAPACITY Wed. /Thu.

ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS OF EDP
Wed. /Thu.

Business management must live with today's
financing decisions for many years to come.
Recognizing today's emphasis on corporate
growth this Seminar identifies and analyzes the
various methods and sources of financing.

This Seminar provides an opportunity for systems
analysts and accountants to find out what other
firms are doing in this area. By an exchange of
ideas and experience this Seminar shows other
approaches to problems in automating accounting
functions,

CORPORATE FINANCIAL REPORTING
TO SHAREHOLDERS AND THE SEC
Mon. /Tue.
Executives responsible for financial reporting must
actively participate in developments in this critical
area. Lectures by authoritative specialists provides
an opportunity to explore current developments
in depth and to discuss problems in SEC
accounting and shareholder reporting.

I

For detailed broc hure desc ribing seminars,
speakers and major topic s write to:

I

Robert F. Kelly, Manager
Continuing Education Department
National Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

Na m e
Addres s
Ci t y

state

zi p

I

.V'COUNTINO and E DP PR(WE S SIONALS

NOW AVA I LA BLE

Our completely revised 21st Annual
Prevailing Salary Survey, 1971
V/
MOST COMPREHENSIVE
MOST AUTHORITATIVE
YOUR ONLY GUIDE
The Robert Half organization has
conducted a study of Prevailing
Starting Salaries in the Financial and
Data Processing fields since 1950.
Many companies use it as a guideline
in their salary reviews. It has been
used by the U.S. Department of Labor
in their Employment Outlook series,
and is frequently quoted by newspapers and magazines. For your free
copy�—�call�or�write�your�nearby
Robert Half office.

�

FINq11►CIgL
QUA pROC AND
E; �

� ST
q SUNG
SALARIES
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ROSE-RT HALF
PERSONNE& AGEE11CIES
AT L ANT A
235 Peachtree St., N.E.
(404)688 -2300

DENVER
1812 Court Place
(303) 244 -2925

MI L W AUKEE
The Clark Bldg.
(414) 271 -9380

POR TL AND , OR E.
610 S.W . Aid., St.
(503 ) 2 229 778

BAL TI MORE
The Quadrangle—Cross Kay.
(301) 323 -7770

DETROI T
140 Honeywell Ca nt s . Sout hfi eld
(313) 354 15 35

MI NNEAPOL I S
822 Ma rquet te A—
(612) 336 -8636

PROVI DENCE
76 W eitmi n.ter St.
(401) 274 -8700

BOSTON
140 Federal St.
(617)

GARDEN CI TY, N. Y.
585 Ste wart A—
(518 248-1234
HA R T F O R D
75 Pearl St.
(203 ) 2 787 170

NEW ARK
1180 Raymond 81y d.
(201) 623 3661
NEW YORK
330 Madison A —
(2 , 2) 98 6 1 3 0 0

ROCHESTER
One Merine Midland Plaza
(716) 546 -3020

ORANGE, CAL .
500 South Main
(714) 835 -4103
PHI L AD EL PHI A
2 Penn Center Plaza
(215) 568 -4580

SAN F RANCI SCO
111 P17 St.
(415) 434 -1900

CL E VE L AND
1367 E. 6th St.
(216) 621 -0670

HOUSTON
1200 Central Nat'l. Bank Bldg.
(713) 228-0056
I NDI ANAPOL I S
9 No rt h Illlnol. St .
(317) 636 -5441
KANSAS CI TY
127 W M 1 0th St.
(816 ) 4 744 583

DAL L AS
1170 Hartf ord Bldg.
(214) 742 -9171

LOS ANGEL ES
3600 Wilshire Blvd.
(213) 381 -7974

CHAR L O T T E
907 Baugh Bui ldi ng
(704) 333 -5173
CHI CAGO
333 N. Michigan Ave.
(312 ) 7 826 930
CI NCI NNATI
606 Terrace Hilton
(513) 621 -7711

MEMPHIS
12 S. Mein St.
(901) 527 7324
MI AM I
1107 Northeast Airlines Bldg.
(305) 377 -8728

ST. L OUIS
1015 Locust St.
(314) 231 -0114

SAN JOSE
675 North F Irst St.
(408) 293 -9040

PHOENI X
1 5 1 7 De l W e bb To wne H. . (60 2) 27 916 88

STAMF ORD, CONN.
111 Prospect St.
(203) 325 -4158

PI TTSBURGH
Galewey Tow —
(412) 471 -5946

W ASHINGTON, D. C.
7316 W isc —in Ave. N.W .
(30 1) 65 418 50

